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Abstract 
Sotirios Filippou 
Virtual sensor for air mass flow measurement in an SI engine 
Application of distributed lumped modelling in prediction of air mass flow into 
the cylinder of SI combustion engines 
Keywords: Engine air mass flow, D-L modelling, transient engine testing 
After undergoing an extensive study about engine air mass flow 
measurement approaches as well as engine modelling for air mass flow 
prediction, a major problem found to exist is that engineers have still not 
found a suitable technique to accurately measure the air mass flow entering 
the cylinder of an internal combustion engine. The engine air mass flow is 
the most important parameter needed during engine development so the fuel 
control can be accurately calibrated and as a result increase performance 
and reduce emission output of an engine. The current methods used to 
determine the air mass flow lead to inaccuracies due to the large amount of 
mathematical assumptions and also sensor errors and as a result the 
mapping and calibration process of a new engine family takes approximately 
2 years due to extensive modelling and testing required overcoming the 
above drawbacks. To improve this, the distributed lumped modelling 
technique (D-L) of the inlet manifold was chosen, where the intake system is 
separated into very small sections which are distributed continuously 
throughout the volume of the intake until entering the cylinder. This technique 
is validated against a CFD model of the engine’s intake system and real 
engine data as well as a 1D engine model. 
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Chapter 1:  Introduction 
This project describes the development process of a virtual sensor for 
accurate air mass flow measurement in a spark ignition engine. 
Nowadays automotive manufacturers consider the importance of emissions 
and fuel consumption very seriously when they release a new engine family 
into the market. The reason for that is that regulations related to emissions 
are so tight that in order to be competitive they need to develop very 
accurate engine control strategies in order to achieve maximum efficiency 
and also pass the emission tests set by the relevant organisations worldwide. 
The above can only be achieved if the engine control unit can provide the 
necessary amount of fuel for a clean and efficient combustion which in turn 
means that needs to accurately know (measure) the amount of air entering 
the engine. A clean combustion process results in a low emission, low fuel 
consumption engine with the highest possible power output under the whole 
engine operating range. 
The current fuel system technology used in spark ignition engines is direct 
injection where highly pressurised fuel is delivered to a common fuel rail and 
injected directly into the combustion chamber of each cylinder. This setup 
gives engineers the ability to design very efficient engines but also is very 
challenging because the modern control strategies need to be able to 
measure the exact amount of air flow so the amount of injected fuel can be 
perfectly mixed with the air and result to a clean and efficient combustion 
process. 
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In this chapter there will be a brief description of the engine control unit and 
the basic functions it performs, followed by a short description of the inlet 
manifold and fuel control as well as current methods of air mass flow 
measurement and estimation. Towards the end of the chapter, the aims and 
objectives of this work will be stated and how this work can contribute to 
engine control improvement and last the structure of this thesis will be 
analysed. 
1.1 Engine control unit 
 
The complexity of today’s cars demands the development of advanced 
control systems to increase safety, drivability and help reduce the fuel 
consumption and emission levels. The core of the various control 
subsystems is the engine control unit (ECU) or powertrain control module in 
case transmission control is required. The electronic control units were 
introduced on a larger scale with the introduction of three way catalytic 
converters in the late 80’s for European market when the emission legislation 
became tighter for vehicles being sold worldwide. It was also clear at that 
time that future more complex engine systems e.g. turbocharged with 
variable valve timing and complex drivetrain would not be possible without 
the development of advanced control systems. [1] 
 3 
 
 
Figure 1.1 Development ECU as used in engine test beds (Courtesy of 
Bosch) 
Modern electronic control units comprise of standard microcontroller 
hardware such as RAM, CPU etc. and at least 1 additional piece of 
hardware, which synchronises the engine control commands with the 
reciprocating action of the engine. Early engine control units had very little 
processing power and RAM since the amount of inputs from the engine was 
small hence the commands to the engine was limited (mainly fuel and spark 
commands). Nowadays with modern vehicles becoming increasingly 
complex, the processing power of the ECU is increased with many of them 
having dual or even tri core CPU and increased RAM in order to cope with 
the amount of signals coming from the engine. The ECU software is typically 
a code written in programming language such as visual basic or C++ and in 
most cases is developed by the manufacturer of the ECU and sold to the 
automotive manufacturers together with the hardware. This software 
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contains the basic functionality of the ECU and using that the engine has to 
be calibrated in order to have the optimum performance. This topic will be 
analysed more in chapter 4. 
 
Figure 1.2 Example of ECU software code (courtesy of Ford Motor Co.) 
1.2 Inlet manifold  
The inlet manifold is a significant component of any modern internal 
combustion engine and is responsible for distributing the fuel-air mixture (or 
just air in direct injection engines) into the combustion chamber. A well 
designed intake manifold increases the performance of the engine 
significantly as it ensures even distribution of the combustion mixture (or just 
air) into the cylinders thus improving the combustion process. It is also being 
used for mounting various sensors measuring pressure and temperature 
which give additional information to the engine control unit and also crucial 
engine components such as fuel injectors and throttle bodies. Most inlet 
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manifolds use injection-moulded plastic or in high boost turbocharged 
engines aluminium is used for extra strength. Most of the components are 
also undergoing rigorous testing using simulation and finite elements 
software to ensure robustness during service and minimise tuning 
phenomena during engine operation, which can disrupt the airflow. It also 
has to stay cooler that the engine temperature during operation and ensure a 
perfect seal with the cylinder head otherwise the engine operation will be 
compromised due to additional air entering the engine for which the engine 
control unit is unaware of.  
 
Figure 1.3 Inlet manifold on a development engine  
1.3 Engine fuel control 
One of the most important things within the ECU strategy is the 
determination of the required fuelling during engine operation. This is mainly 
because the combination of the correct prediction of the air mass (air charge) 
and fuel quantity can ensure maximum efficiency under all engine conditions 
and reduction of the emissions due to good combustion of the mixture. On 
modern engines, this is achieved by using closed loop control, which means 
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that certain sensors are providing feedback to the ECU and certain 
parameters are altered accordingly. Below you can see an example of a 
Lambda sensor or else called UEGO (for universal exhaust gas oxygen) 
which is the most critical one when it comes to closed loop fuel control. [2] 
 
Figure 1.4 UEGO sensor (courtesy of Ford Motor Co.) 
These kinds of sensors also have special heating elements inside to ensure 
the sensor stays at an optimum temperature at all condition so its accuracy is 
not affected. 
 
1.4 Air mass flow measurement 
The accurate measurement of the air mass entering the engine is very 
crucial as described earlier at the beginning of this chapter. At the moment 
during the mapping process of a new engine, the engineers use either mass 
airflow sensors or the speed- density equation, which is based on the ideal 
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gas law. The main reason they have to rely on these methods is that there is 
not currently a method with which the air mass can be measured directly just 
before entering the combustion chamber. That explains why it is important to 
be able to predict the air mass flow into the cylinder as accurately as 
possible and compare it with real engine testing data and simulations to 
make sure the necessary accuracy is achieved which in turn will lead to the 
right engine mapping and calibration process during engine development. 
 
Figure 1.5 Mass airflow sensor (courtesy of Bosch) 
1.5 Aims & Objectives 
The aim of this project is to design a virtual sensor using distributed- lumped 
(D-L) modelling technique in order to predict the engine air mass flow at the 
inlet port of a spark ignited internal combustion engine. In addition to the D-L 
model development, special transient testing methodology was developed as 
well as a virtual engine model using WAVE software. These will be used to 
validate the D-L model against the real engine and the virtual engine data 
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which are at the moment the standard industry techniques for engine air 
mass flow measurement. 
1.6 Contribution 
After studying the SI engine air mass flow prediction literature, it was obvious 
that the current methods used to estimate engine air mass flow during 
engine mapping have flaws. In addition because they require a lot of 
mathematical calculations and as result assumptions, the accuracy is 
compromised. This project will present a novel method for predicting the 
engine air mass which could also run in real time thus minimising the need 
for extensive engine modelling and testing. 
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1.7 Structure of the thesis 
The thesis consists of nine chapters. The literature review and background 
information to the air mass flow measurement are given in chapter 2. This 
is very essential as it helps understanding how essential this aspect of 
control and measurement is to modern internal combustion engines. Next 
is chapter 4 which describes the experimental setup and the testing 
methodology developed specifically for this work. It gives a thorough 
insight on state a state of the art powertrain testing facility and also 
describes the advanced methodology required for transient engine testing 
implementation. Chapter 5 analyses the engine test results ensuring that 
the data are high quality and suitable to be compared later on with virtual 
data as a validation platform. Chapter 6 describes the process of 
generating a virtual engine model in WAVE software as well as describing 
the main features and capabilities of the software. This software is used in 
industry by the sponsor (Ford) of this work and that is the reason it was 
preferred. Next follows chapter 7 which is very important as it describes the 
validation process between the virtual engine data and the real engine 
data. It is also a good indication if the virtual and real engine data correlate. 
In chapter 8 the D-L model and the technical details of this technique are 
presented and thoroughly analysed and the model is validated against a 
CFD model developed in ANSYS which is a widely used software in 
automotive industry. Finally chapter 9 is about the discussions and 
conclusions of this work and any future work that has to be undertaken 
either in an industrial or a research environment. 
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 Figure 1.6 Structure of the thesis 
 
Virtual sensor for engine air mass flow measurement in 
an SI engine 
Chapter1: Introduction 
Chapter 2: Literature review and 
background information 
Chapter 3: Theoretical model (basic 
calculations of the airflow) 
Chapter 4: Testing- Experimental 
setup 
Chapter 5: Engine test results 
Chapter 6: Virtual engine (WAVE 
model) 
Chapter 7: Validation of the virtual 
engine using the test results 
Chapter 8: The response of a 
distributed parameter model 
Chapter 9: Discussion- conclusion 
and future work 
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Chapter 2:  Literature review and background information 
This chapter is about the literature review and some background information 
on the history of engine control and airflow measurement, followed by some 
background information on the engine airflow measurement evolvement. 
Next the difference between the measurement, prediction and actual air flow 
are described. The next paragraph gives an introduction on to different types 
of engine modelling, followed by applications of engine modelling by 
engineers nowadays. In addition, the spark ignition engine operation and 
control is described based on the existing literature and towards the end of 
this chapter the importance of air mass flow measurement is explained, 
followed by the current air mass flow measurement and estimation 
techniques derived from literature. 
2.1 History of engine control and airflow measurement 
Since the introduction of the electronic control for engines in the mid 1970’s, 
the engineers needed to find the right techniques to parameterise the 
software and ensure smooth operation and high power output of the engines. 
[3] This was not necessary while the engines were purely mechanical 
systems so it is apparent that the electronic engine control has significantly 
made the engine development process a lot more complicated. [4] At the 
beginning when the engines first adopted electronic control, the electronic 
control unit consisted of pre-configured look up tables for the fuel and spark 
control which were populated by the mapping engineers while the engines 
were tested on the dynamometer. As a result very basic sensors were 
installed on the engine mainly for reporting the engine speed and the coolant 
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temperature. At that point it is obvious that the ECU was running in open 
loop control without dynamically receiving feedback from the engine sensors. 
With the introduction of stricter emissions standards it was soon apparent 
that the above approach of parameterising the engine control unit was not 
adequate and engine developers should find a new way to accurately 
parameterise the fuel control of the engine in order to reduce emissions while 
maintaining the power output of the engine.[5] They soon realised that in 
order to dynamically provide the right fuelling during engine operation, the 
amount of air entering the engine needed to be determined. By knowing the 
amount of airflow into the engine the relevant fuel maps could be configured 
to provide the exact amount of fuelling to maintain stoichiometric air-fuel 
ratio. At that point engine control became a lot more complicated as many 
sensors needed to be added to the engine to support the closed loop engine 
control required to achieve such a level of accuracy. The most important of 
the sensors added was the mass air flow sensor (MAF) which could inform 
the ECU about the amount of air mass flow entering the engine. This would 
prove very beneficial as now engineers could more accurately parameterise 
the fuel control and make the engines more efficient and also 
environmentally friendly. Soon after it was apparent, that the above sensors 
were not very robust and could fail after only a few years in service due to 
sensor contamination especially in harsh environments with significant 
effects on engine performance and fuel consumption.[6] At that point a lot of 
research was going on in order to find alternative ways of air mass flow 
estimation such as the speed- density method which is analysed later on in 
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this chapter and also modelling techniques that could predict the engine air 
flow. [7] 
2.2 Background of engine airflow measurement evolvement 
As mentioned in the previous paragraph, the first implementation of air mass 
flow measurement on an internal combustion engine was the use of the 
mass flow sensor. By using this sensor the air fuel ratio control of the engine 
became more accurate and the engines could pass the upcoming strict 
emission regulations. These sensors are typically installed at the beginning 
of the air cleaner and are wired directly to the ECU. [8] After being used for a 
few years it became obvious that the high manufacturing costs of these 
sensors and their sensitivity on harsh environments made them less 
favourable among engine manufacturers. Furthermore, modern engines 
during their service life operate quite transiently and the response of these 
sensors is not high enough for accurate measurement during transient 
operation. To overcome the above disadvantages, researchers started 
experimenting with different type of sensors which measure the volume of 
the air entering the engine instead of the mass. [9] Such sensors are the 
vane meter and the Karman vortex sensors. These sensor types are not as 
accurate as the MAF sensor but they are more resilient in harsh operating 
environments and also have faster transient response. All the above sensor 
types are located at the beginning of the air cleaner which is normally a fair 
distance from the inlet port. The next evolution of the engine air mass flow is 
the development of the speed-density method. [10] With the emissions 
standards becoming more stringent, engineers realise that by using MAF of 
volumetric type sensors they were making a big trade- off between accuracy 
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and reliability. The speed-density method which is analysed later on in this 
chapter gave the opportunity to engine developers to estimate the air mass 
flow as a function of engine volumetric efficiency. The main advantage of this 
method is that the sensors required are located a lot closer to the inlet ports 
and also are not affected by pulsation occurring in the inlet manifold and thus 
providing more accurate readings. Most major automotive manufacturers use 
the speed- density approach nowadays to predict the engine air mass flow. 
With the advancement of computer technology, engine developers had the 
opportunity to develop engine models which could simulate the engine 
operation and predict the engine air mass flow. [11] These models can be 
either mathematical, physics based as explained later on this chapter or 
using computational fluid dynamics (CFD). [12] The main advantage of this 
technique is that the models can be used in conjunction with the 
measurement techniques to ensure accurate results while reducing the 
engine development time and as a result the costs. [13] Finally the most 
recent method used by engine developers for air mass flow prediction is the 
use of mathematical modelling in conjunction with observers. [14] The 
observers used for such studies can be based on constant gain extended 
Kalman filter theory to tune the observer or on speed – density principle. [15] 
They are very effective on predicting the engine air mass flow as they can 
filter the intake manifold pressure signal and also predict the manifold 
pressure during transients. [16] In order to calculate the air mass flow into 
the engine using an observer, the air intake system needs to be modelled. 
Normally this is includes a model of the throttle body for increased accuracy. 
[17], [18] 
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2.3 Difference between measurement, prediction and actual airflow 
In the previous paragraph the ways of measuring or estimating the engine air 
mass flow based on the current literature were analysed. In reality the 
measured or estimated air mass flow is not the same as the actual air mass 
flow entering the cylinder. [19] Starting with the measured air mass flow it is 
worth noting again that the sensors are located at the beginning of the air 
path before the air cleaner. The distance between that point and the inlet port 
is quite significant and in between these two points there is a complex 
system of duct and pipes. While the engine is operating there are filling and 
emptying dynamics phenomena in the inlet manifold and the air path which 
means that what is measured at the air cleaner is not what enters the engine 
at the inlet port. [20] There is also pulsation phenomena in the intake 
manifold occurring from the valve timing of the engine which affects the 
reading of the sensors adding into inaccuracy. To make things more 
complicated, the sensors used for such an application deteriorate during their 
service life which means that there is an additional factor of possible false 
information into the ECU. On the other hand using the speed- density 
method has its disadvantages as well. This method uses complex 
mathematical calculations where many assumptions take place and thus 
reducing the accuracy of the method. Furthermore, it relies on volumetric 
efficiency tables which require parameterisation. [21] This is a very lengthy 
process which requires a lot of testing to be completed. Finally the main 
sensors feeding information for the speed- density calculations are located in 
the air path and not near the inlet port of the engine and as a result reducing 
the accuracy of this technique. Finally the modelling techniques although 
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they can predict the air mass flow reasonably accurately, are too 
complicated. As a result they can only be used as indication of the engine air 
mass flow because they cannot be implemented into real time inside the 
engine’s ECU during operation. The reason for that is that the size of these 
models and their complexity would require a very powerful engine control 
unit which mean that it would be uneconomical for the automotive 
manufacturers to supply their engines with such a unit. [22] 
A solution such as the one described in this work by using D-L modelling to 
measure the air mass flow at the intake port is ideal because not only it can 
accurately measure the airflow entering the engine but also being less 
complicated to the traditional modelling techniques, it can be directly 
implemented inside the control unit of the engine using rapid control 
prototyping software. This means that the fuel control can be accurately 
parameterised to ensure the optimum AFR control during engine operation 
and also during high transient operation. 
2.4 Types of engine models 
Generally there are two different types of models used to represent an 
internal combustion engine for control development and calibration [23] 
 Look up table based engine models 
 Physics based engine models 
Both of these approaches use sets of equations to describe the engine within 
specific boundaries and assumptions. The main difference between them is 
that the look up table based models use equations that are related to 
measured input and output responses of different sub systems while in the 
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physics based models, the equations are representing actual variables within 
the engine. The parameters used in both of the above models are measured 
from a real engine. [24], [25] 
2.4.1 Look up table based engine models 
A look up table based engine model can describe the engine operation with 
very good detail. In order to generate a look up table model, experimental 
data tables are needed to describe the relation between the engine 
variables. Except from offering good detail, this sort of model is also very 
easy to generate and requires minimum CPU power. The main drawback of 
this modelling technique is that there is no flexibility as the engine data tables 
can describe only one engine configuration and if the engine design 
changes, then a different set of experimental data is required. 
2.4.2 Physics based engine models 
The physics basics engine models are the most popular type used for engine 
modelling and can be sub- divided into two main categories. 
 Mean value engine models (MVEM) 
 Crank angle based engine models 
Starting with the mean value engine models and based on their name they 
express all the variables which are related to the engine’s operation in a 
cycle to cycle basis considering only the mean values over a full cycle. [26] 
The mean value engine models are lumped parameter models using physical 
principles and they are capable of running in real time using relatively low 
computational power producing quite accurate results. [27] The main 
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disadvantage of this modelling technique is that a change in one of the 
engine’s parameters will have no effect on the engine model until an engine 
cycle has been completed. Furthermore, it is impossible to observe how any 
engine parameter behaves during the course of an engine cycle and also 
what effects this parameter has to the overall engine system. [28] This type 
of modelling technique is generally preferred when simplicity and real time 
implementation is the target. In addition, it is the most flexible way of 
modelling an engine and also less demanding in computational power. [29] 
Finally it is worth mentioning that in mean value engine models, the engine 
torque, engine speed and any other parameter that is developed in time is 
described with a relevant time delay in order to mimic the engine’s response 
to changes realistically. [30], [31] 
 
Figure 2.1 MVEM in Simulink 
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On the other hand, the crank angle based models can capture in great detail 
all the events taking place during every angle of the engine’s rotation and 
also considering the progression of each engine parameter individually 
through each cycle. [32] Such modelling techniques offer more in depth 
analysis of the air intake dynamics which increases the level of their 
accuracy. This level of accuracy makes this type of models highly desirable 
during engine development as it is the most accurate way of simulating a 
virtual engine to the real engine. [33] A drawback of this type of modelling is 
that due to the high accuracy and complexity of the model and equations the 
computational power required for simulation is quite high and also the 
simulation speed is significantly slower compared to MVEM’s. As a result this 
type of models is unsuitable for hardware in the loop testing where both the 
engine model and the engine hardware (ECU, sensors) are connected 
unless is specially converted from a MVEM. [34] To sum up it can be said 
that the each of the physics based models described above is suitable for 
certain applications and that determines which model type is chosen. For 
example in applications where simplicity and low computational power is 
preferred, the mean value model is preferred while whenever cyclic data and 
high accuracy is the target, the crank angle based model is preferred. [35] 
2.5 Applications of engine modelling 
The introduction of engine modelling during the 1970’s has revolutionised the 
engine development process. This makes the applications where modelling 
can be used almost unlimited. Computer engine models are primarily used 
during the design process of a new engine family as they give the ability to 
engineers to simulate the engine which speeds up the development process. 
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[36] Another main advantage of engine modelling which makes it favourable 
among engine developers is that it reduces the actual testing time of the real 
engine and thus reducing the development costs significantly. Also engine 
modelling serves as a tool to understand and analyse the various 
phenomena occurring during engine operation and possibly develop 
diagnostic algorithms as well. [37] Finally engine modelling is widely used for 
engine control development as it can facilitate the development and testing 
of control algorithms in real time or not. Recently with the advancement of 
electronics and computer technology a new type of simulation which 
combines software and hardware is used. It is the so – called HIL (hardware 
in the loop) where engine hardware such as ECU or throttle motor and 
throttle position sensor are connected to a mathematical model running for 
example in Simulink. [38] This HIL application is very beneficial during 
engine control development as it gives the opportunity to the developers to 
test the real engine hardware connected to a representative model and 
identify possible issues such as signal noise level, hardware reliability etc. 
before the hardware is connected to the real engine. [39] 
2.6 SI engine operation and control 
The internal combustion engines have been chosen over the year as a 
propulsion method for most of the different vehicle types due to their 
relatively high efficiency and low production cost. They can be divided to 
many different categories mainly based on their capacity, number of 
cylinders, valve train type but the most important classification is based on 
the type of fuel they are burning. There are two main types of internal 
combustion engine, the spark ignition (SI) and the Diesel engine. Both types 
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of internal combustion engines have carried on developing through the 
years. Originally at the early stages the target was to increase performance 
and reliability while the last thirty years with the development of the electronic 
control strategies the objective is to reduce emissions and fuel consumption 
without compromising the performance at the same time. 
2.6.1 SI engine operation 
The SI engine operates following a repeated cycle of four strokes which are 
the intake, the compression, the expansion and the exhaust stroke. [40] 
Intake stroke: During that stroke the piston is at TDC (Top Dead Centre) and 
the intake valve(s) is open. While the piston moves towards the BDC (Bottom 
Dead Centre) fresh air-fuel mixture is drawn to fill the cylinder. In case of a 
direct injection engine where the actual fuel is injected inside the cylinder, 
only air is drawn inside the cylinder during the intake stroke. 
Compression stroke: During that stroke, the inlet valve closes just after the 
piston hits the BDC and the air – fuel mixture is trapped inside the cylinder. 
The piston moves from BDC to TDC compressing the mixture and thus the 
temperature of the mixture. During that stroke in theory there should not be 
any flow out of the cylinder if the engine is in good order but in most cases 
there is some flow escaping through the piston rings to the crankcase 
referred to as blow- by. [41] 
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Figure 2.2 Intake and compression strokes 
Expansion stroke: Towards the end of the compression stroke the spark plug 
is energised which results in ignition of the air – fuel mixture which is under 
pressure. This means that the combustion process has started and the gas 
pressure pushes the piston towards TDC. This stroke is the only one 
producing work and this is why it is commonly referred as power stroke. 
Exhaust stroke: During that stroke the exhaust valve(s) opens just before the 
piston reaches BDC and while the piston moves up again towards TDC it 
pushes all the gases out from the cylinder towards the exhaust manifold.  
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Figure 2.3 Expansion and exhaust stroke 
2.6.2 SI engine control 
The SI engine when firstly appeared was a purely mechanically controlled 
system where various subsystems where mechanically connected and 
controlled to assist the engine operation. With the emission standards 
becoming stricter every year and the need to reduce fuel consumption 
without affecting performance, this resulted into the engine being evolved to 
a very complex electronically controlled system. Most engines nowadays 
incorporate complex control systems such as variable valve timing, spark 
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timing and fuel control algorithms, exhaust gas recirculation etc. in order to 
achieve high efficiency and smooth operation while maintaining the 
maximum power output. In this paragraph only the fuel and spark control will 
be described as they are the ones found in every modern engine. 
Fuel Injection: Over the years many different injection systems have been 
used on SI engines. During the transition from carburettors to injection 
systems the most common system was the single point injection system. In 
that configuration there was a single throttle butterfly valve with a single 
injector distributing the air- fuel mixture in all cylinders. Their main advantage 
at that time over the carburettors was that the engineers gained some very 
basic control over the fuel timing and also these systems could be easily 
fitted on existing engines running on carburettors. The next system that 
followed was the multi point injection system. This is used very commonly 
even on modern engines and basically comprises of one injector per cylinder 
placed directly on the intake manifold next to the inlet port. A central throttle 
body at the beginning of the manifold is controlling the air flow of the engine. 
Depending on the engine, the injectors can be fired simultaneously or 
sequentially. Finally the latest injection system is the direct injection system 
where the fuel is directly injected inside the cylinder. This technology allows 
control engineers to accurately control the spraying of the fuel and in 
combination with the very high pressure of the system a perfect mixture of air 
and fuel can be achieved. The main objective of the fuel injection system is 
to control the air- fuel ratio (AFR) as accurately as possible to the 
stoichiometric value (14.7 kg of air/ kg fuel) where the catalyst operates at its 
highest efficiency. [42] 
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Spark timing: Another very important control parameter of an SI engine is the 
spark timing. The combustion process inside the engine requires a specific 
amount of time to complete thus the timing of when this process starts is very 
crucial and is controlled by the spark timing. Every time the spark plug is 
energised, the flame starts next to its tip and propagates fast through the 
combustion chamber. This is the so- defined flame speed. During the 
combustion process the temperature and pressure increase rapidly. If in an 
area of the combustion chamber the un- burnt mixture temperature exceeds 
a certain limit, it will self-ignite. That means that there are large pressure and 
temperature oscillations which can damage the engine. From all the above it 
is obvious why the spark timing control is so crucial for the engine operation. 
The maximum pressure and temperature have to be kept below the knock 
limit which is only possible by altering the spark timing. The spark timing is 
also called spark advance and is measured in degrees of crank angle before 
TDC. There is a value of spark timing for every engine operating condition 
which results in the maximum brake torque (MBT) produced by the engine. 
By reducing (retarding) the spark timing the torque output of the engine is 
reduced and by increasing (advancing) the spark timing knock can occur. 
[43] 
ECU: As described briefly in chapter 1 of this work, the ECU is the core 
element controlling the engine including the spark and fuel which were 
described earlier in this paragraph. Its main target is to control the engine 
actuators and achieves that by monitoring various engine sensors and 
making the right actuation during engine operation. At this point it is worth 
noting the most common sensors which can be found in every modern 
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engine and are monitored by the ECU in order to ensure efficient operation 
of the engine. 
 MAP and MAF sensors which are used for measuring the manifold 
absolute pressure and mass air flow to the engine respectively. These 
sensors are described analytically later on this chapter as they are a 
crucial part of this project. 
 Lambda sensor which provides a signal to the ECU related to the 
amount of oxygen which is present in the exhaust gases. From that 
signal the ECU can determine if the burnt mixture was rich or lean and 
adjust the fuelling accordingly. 
 Air temperature sensor which is used by the ECU to determine the 
temperature of the air entering the engine and thus the density of the 
air. The importance of this sensor is described later on in this chapter. 
 Coolant temperature sensor which is used to determine the engine’s 
components temperature such as the cylinders and the engine block. 
Based on this sensor, the ECU can adjust various actuators to make 
the engine operating smoothly and efficiently from cold start until it is 
fully warmed up. 
 Crankshaft position sensor which informs the ECU about the speed of 
the engine and also at what point the engine pistons are at TDC. This 
signal is very important for the spark timing actuation 
 Knock sensor which outputs a high frequency signal to the ECU when 
knocking occurs and as a result the spark timing can be adjusted to 
restore the normal operation of the engine. 
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Finally it is worth mentioning that the ECU algorithms are separated into two 
main categories, open loop and closed loop control. A closed loop control 
structure is where the actuation parameters are evaluated constantly by 
monitoring various engine sensors as a feedback to the ECU. Based on that 
feedback the ECU makes the right actuations. An open loop control is when 
the ECU makes the necessary actuation but uses no feedback to determine 
if the goal has been achieved. [44], [45] 
 
Figure 2.4 Schematic representation of sensors found on modern SI engines 
[44] 
2.7 Importance of air mass flow measurement 
By reading all the above paragraphs of this chapter it is easily understood 
that the SI internal combustion engine has evolved into a very complex 
electronically control system with various complicated subsystems. Basic 
engine design and testing is not enough anymore to ensure a successful and 
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efficient engine and it has to be combined with advanced mathematical 
modelling and hardware in the loop testing to develop the necessary control 
strategies in the ECU. In the recent years the SI engine has to face 
increasing competition from other methods of propulsion such as electric 
motors and hybrid powertrains. This makes the need for efficient and 
accurate control imperative. The recent years, engine development has been 
focusing on improving engine efficiency and emissions in order to maintain 
the advantage of the SI engine against other means of propulsion. The most 
important element to achieve that is for the ECU to accurately measure the 
engine air mass flow. The ECU requires knowing the exact air mass flow in 
order to set the required fuel duration and timing for each condition and the 
correct spark timing so the maximum torque can be achieved. If the engine 
air mass flow is not measured or calculated by the ECU that has serious 
consequences to the engine operation. In such case the wrong fuelling will 
be triggered which makes the engine inefficient and will increase the 
emissions and also the wrong spark timing which will cause significant loss 
of torque or even knock events. From all the above it is very obvious why the 
engine air mass flow is so important and also why engineers are trying 
constantly to find new ways to measure or estimate it so the best possible 
engine efficiency and performance can be achieved. In the next paragraph 
the current methods of measuring or estimating the engine air mass flow will 
be presented and analysed. 
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2.8 Engine air mass flow measurement and estimation techniques 
In this paragraph the air mass flow measuring techniques will be presented 
as well as some methods currently used by engineers to estimate the air 
mass flow. 
2.8.1 Hot wire sensor  
This is the most widely used sensors by automotive manufacturers and 
measures directly the air mass flow of the engine. It is normally connected on 
the air box assembly and its principle of operation is based on the hot wire 
anemometer. In figure 2.2, a hot wire air mass flow sensor can be seen. 
 
Figure 2.5 Hot wire air mass flow sensor (courtesy of Denso) 
Those sensors contain an element with a thin wire, which holds an electric 
current. This wire being electrically charged increases its temperature 
gradually and as such its resistance. When airflow passes through the 
sensor this temperature drops and its resistance. At each resistance, the 
sensor outputs a relevant voltage as configured by the manufacturer. This 
relationship between the resistance and the voltage output is the calibration 
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of the sensor, which is inserted into the engine strategy, and as a result, the 
ECU by getting the voltage output from the sensor translates that directly to 
mass airflow. [46] 
2.8.2 Vane meter 
The vane meter type of sensor is another very popular way of measuring the 
airflow into the engine. It is an older design of sensor and was mainly used 
on the early injection systems but has now been replaced by more modern 
and faster sensors. The principle of operation is based on the moving spring 
loaded vane, which is contained within the sensor and connected to a 
variable resistor or else called potentiometer. Because the vane is in the 
middle of the airflow it moves proportionally to the airflow and at the same 
time, a voltage is applied by the engine-wiring loom to the potentiometer. 
Because the vane is connected to the potentiometer ever time is moved a 
proportional voltage appears as an output from the potentiometer, which 
relates to the angle of the vane. It is easily understandable that the vane 
moves because of the drag between that and the airflow against it. However, 
this measuring technique has some disadvantages because the vane is 
directly in the middle of the airflow and that causes disruption in the airflow, 
which can cause engine performance issues. The sensor also consists of 
many electrical and mechanical contacts, which can wear out limiting the 
accuracy of the sensor. [47] 
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Figure 2.6 Vane meter main components 
2.8.3 Karman vortex sensor 
Another type of sensor used for air mass flow measurement is the Karman 
vortex sensor. The main principle of operation of this sensor is disrupting the 
airflow by using a bow perpendicular to the flow. This will cause the creation 
of oscillatory Karman vortices with a frequency proportional to the air 
velocity. There is an additional pressure sensor within the main sensor, 
which can sense these pulses and can generate an output, which can be 
read by the ECU and thus know the air mass flow to the engine. [48] 
2.8.4 Lucas – Dawe air mass flow meter 
This type of sensor was originally intended for use on engines but it is more 
suitable for a laboratory environment as it is explained later. In figure 2.4, a 
schematic representation of the sensor can be seen. 
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Figure 2.7 Lucas- Dawe air mass flow sensor 
The principle is illustrated by figure 2.4 where the central electrode (blue) is 
charged with 10 kV, which causes a Corona discharge. When air flows 
through the sensor, this causes an imbalance to the current flowing to the 
electrodes on the sides of the duct. That difference in the current flow is 
proportional to the air mass flow rate passing through the sensor. Because 
the principle of this sensor is based on the current flowing to the collector 
electrodes, that gives it an extremely low response time of about 1ms 
however that also makes it very sensitive to humidity changes and that is 
why it is more suitable for a laboratory environment where the conditions are 
more stable than a vehicle. [49] 
2.8.5 Ultrasonic air mass flow sensor 
This method of measuring air mass flow is the most modern and its principle 
of operation is described in chapter 4 of this thesis. It is the main sensor 
used for measuring the engine air mass flow during engine testing in this 
project and its accuracy is very good. Due to the nature of this sensor, being 
too big and expensive is only used in laboratory environment and thus is not 
suitable for using on a vehicle setup 
Air 
Flow 
Wire 
Electrodes 
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2.8.6 Speed – density equation (manifold absolute pressure sensor) 
The second method that is widely used on modern engines for estimating the 
air mass flow is the speed – density equation. In this case, there is no air 
mass flow sensor but instead there is a manifold absolute pressure (MAP) 
sensor. In this method, the speed – density equation is used which contains 
the engine speed, the volume of the intake and the density of the air to 
calculate the air mass flow entering the engine. The first step is the 
calculation of the intake volume described in equation 2.1 below. 
                               𝑉𝑎𝑖𝑟  =  
𝑉𝐸∗ 𝑉𝑐𝑦𝑙∗𝑛
2
                 Equation 2.1 [50] 
Where VE is the volumetric efficiency of the engine, 𝑉𝑐𝑦𝑙 is the cylinder 
volume and n is the engine speed.  
The next requirement is to calculate the air density, which is described by 
equation 2.2 
                      𝜌𝑎𝑖𝑟 =  
𝑚
𝑉
 =
𝑛𝑀
𝑛𝑅𝑇
𝑃
= 
𝑀𝑃
𝑅𝑇
                 Equation 2.2 [50] 
Where М is the molar mass of air, P is the intake manifold pressure 
measured by the MAP sensor, T is the inlet air temperature measured by the 
IAT sensor, and R is the ideal gas constant.  
Combining equations 2.1 and 2.2, the air mass flow entering the engine can 
be calculated, which is described by equation 2.3 [50] 
             m = 𝑉𝑎𝑖𝑟 ∗  𝜌𝑎𝑖𝑟 = 𝑉𝐸 ∗ 𝑉𝑐𝑦𝑙 ∗  
𝑀
𝑅
∗  
𝑛
2
∗ 
𝑃
𝑇
    Equation 2.3 [50] 
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The advantages of using speed – density equation instead of measuring the 
air mass flow directly are that the sensors used are very reliable and 
inexpensive and they do not pose any restriction to the airflow like some of 
the sensors described earlier. On the other hand, the speed – density 
equation requires complicated calculations by the ECU, which means that 
more processing power is, required making the ECU more expensive and the 
volumetric efficiency tables stored in the ECU take a long time to be 
parameterised during the early stages of engine development. 
Finally, it is worth mentioning that the engine that will be used in this project 
for experimental testing uses the speed – density equation with a MAP 
sensor instead of measuring the air mass flow directly. The MAP sensor has 
two different chambers inside separated by a flexible diaphragm. The first 
chamber is sealed and measures the ambient pressure and the other one 
towards the inlet manifold that measures pressure – vacuum depending on 
engine operating condition. There is also a built in pressure sensitive circuit 
that monitors the movement of the diaphragm and translates it to a voltage 
output. 
2.9 Summary 
In this chapter, first the history of the need for airflow measurement on IC is 
presented and explained, followed by background information on the 
evolvement of the air flow measurement and estimation. This is a crucial part 
as it helps understanding all the research that has been implemented on this 
topic and is based on the current literature. Next the difference between the 
actual airflow entering the cylinder and the measured- estimated is 
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explained. This also presents the drawbacks of the current methods used by 
engineers. The following paragraph focuses on the different types of engine 
modelling used currently to assist engine development and also their 
possible applications. In addition, the basic operating principles of the SI 
engine are described as well as the control principles of modern SI engines. 
This is essential as it helps understanding how modern engines operate and 
what is needed in order to achieve engine control. Finally the importance of 
air mass flow measurement is explained and justified, followed by all the 
methods used by engine developers to measure or estimate the engine air 
mass flow as it appears on current literature. 
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Chapter 3: Theoretical model – basic calculations of the airflow 
In this chapter at first a literature review on induction systems is presented 
while the next paragraph analyses the main sub systems from which the 
induction systems consist of and the last paragraph is a brief theoretical 
analysis about the phenomena and equations that govern the induction 
system operation. 
3.1 Induction system 
  The main function of the induction system is to provide to the engine the 
required amount of clean air which later is going to be mixed with the correct 
amount of fuel. The induction system of an engine performs three main 
operations. The first is to ensure that the air entering the engine is clean free 
of debris or any kind of micro particles which is very essential for the ideal 
mixture of the air with fuel. In addition the induction system must be designed 
in such a way by the automotive engineers which ensures the best 
volumetric efficiency of the engine or in other words that the air entering a 
particular engine is the maximum possible at any engine speed. This is 
important because on spark – ignition engines, SI the combustion process 
and the torque output of the engine are mainly determined by the air charge 
in the cylinders. As it can be seen in a following paragraph the flow efficiency 
has a direct impact to the power that will be produced by an engine. Last but 
not least the acoustic performance must be taken under consideration while 
designing an induction system as current regulations put a limit to the 
maximum mass air flow level that vehicles can make during test. The speed 
of air generated by the induction system can play a major role so the 
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acoustic performance is an important parameter at the design of an induction 
system. Figure 3.1 shows finite element analysis to confirm structural rigidity 
and to analyse the acoustic performance of the induction. 
Cylinder head side
 
Figure 3.1 FEA analysis of the induction system 
 The majority of the induction systems are made of plastic when used in 
naturally aspirated engines as plastic is cost effective and also helps 
engineers to keep the overall weight of the engine at low levels. Furthermore 
plastic retains a smoother inner surface after injection moulding so it does 
not require any further machining. Also it is very important the materials that 
are used to be recyclable and plastic is one of those materials. Figure 3.2 
shows a plastic inlet manifold which is the main part of the induction system. 
[51] 
When the pressure in the induction system exceeds the atmospheric 
pressure like in turbocharged engines then aluminium is used for the 
induction system. The reason for that is that aluminium can handle the 
additional pressure supplied by the turbocharger, also because the air 
entering the engine is compressed has increased temperature and 
aluminium can dissipate heat effectively and last but not least aluminium is 
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the most cost effective material after plastic which enhances the overall 
lightness of the engine. Figure 3.3 shows an aluminium inlet manifold. 
Throttle Body
Injector
Aluminium inlet 
manifod
 
Figure 3.2 Aluminium inlet manifold 
  With the advancement of technology computational fluid dynamic software 
has been developed and it is considered to be the most cost effective 
solution to determine and analyse the volumetric efficiency and the flow 
through the induction system. Such software can also predict the ideal 
induction system shape and also analyse all the phenomena while air is 
passing through the induction system.  
3.2 Induction subsystems 
  The induction system consists of various mechanical and electronic parts 
except from the inlet manifold itself. All these components are the 
subsystems of the intake system of an engine and their main role is to 
transmit signals to the ECU related to the air mass flow towards the engine. 
There are also additional pipes and hoses required to run ancillary devices of 
the engine. 
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3.2.1 Air cleaner assembly 
The first sub system of the induction system is the air cleaner assembly. This 
is the first component the air has to go through on its way to the engine and 
as the name implies its main purpose is to ensure the air is free of dust, 
pollen and other contaminants. This is achieved by using a very dense filter 
element which in most cases is made of paper. This is a serviceable item 
and its role is very vital as contaminated air entering the engine can cause 
premature wear to vital engine components. Also if the filter element is not 
inspected and changed regularly this can cause restriction in the air path 
which in turn increases the pressure drop across the air cleaner and reduces 
engine performance and economy. In addition to its primary role, the air 
cleaner assembly is also used in most cases for mounting crucial air path 
sensors such as inlet air temperature sensor (IAT) and mass air flow 
sensors. In figure 3.3 an air cleaner assembly can be observed. It is also 
obvious where the air filter element is located in between the upper and 
lower part of the air cleaner box. The lower part duct is the one that drives 
the air to the filter from the environment and the upper part duct takes the 
filtered air to the throttle body assembly towards the inlet manifold. [52] 
 
Figure 3.3 Air cleaner assembly (Courtesy of MANN – HUMMEL) 
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3.2.2 Sensors 
As mentioned in chapter 2, depending on the way the ECU determines the 
engine air mass flow there are some sensors required. These can be either 
the IAT sensor if the speed – density method is used or the MAF sensor if 
the mass flow rate is measured directly. Both these sensors are located in 
the air cleaner assembly or just after it towards the engine and are very 
crucial for the efficient operation of the engine. Another critical sensor is the 
manifold absolute pressure sensor (MAP) which was described in chapter 2 
as well. This sensor is used when the ECU estimates the engine air mass 
flow using again the Speed – Density equation and provides information 
about the pressure in the inlet manifold. This sensor is located directly in the 
middle of the inlet manifold. [53] 
 
Figure 3.4 MAF sensor (Courtesy of Ford Motor Co) 
3.2.3 Throttle body assembly 
A very important subsystem of the intake system is the throttle body 
assembly. The throttle body is an electromechanical valve which comprises 
of the main housing and the butterfly valve plus some additional sensors. Its 
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main role is to control the air flow into the engine by adjusting the opening 
and closing of the valve. The butterfly valve is electronically connected (drive 
by wire) with the accelerator pedal where the driver’s demand is translated 
by the ECU into a relevant valve position so the demand can be achieved. 
On the side of the butterfly valve there is a potentiometer directly attached to 
it which informs the ECU about the exact position of the valve. In figure 3.5 a 
throttle body assembly can be seen. The throttle body is always attached in 
the beginning of the inlet manifold assembly so it can accurately control the 
airflow. [54] 
 
Figure 3.5 Throttle body assembly (Courtesy of Continental A.G)  
3.2.4 Variable intake runners 
Apart from the main induction system and its subsystems there are also 
other technologies which are adopted by the induction system or collaborate 
with it in order to increase volumetric efficiency and reduce emissions and 
fuel consumption. 
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  Modern induction systems adopt variable intake runners which can improve 
the air charging in engines by adjusting the length of intake manifold. Of 
course that depends on the engine speed and by adjusting the length of the 
intake manifold, performance and torque can be optimized. At high engine 
speeds where the velocity of air is high, a short intake runner improves 
performance while at low engine speeds where the kinetic energy of the air is 
low, long intake runners are used. In order to switch the intake manifold 
geometry a flap system is used. This is controlled by the engine 
management system and is driven by an electric motor. Figure 3.6 shows 
how a variable intake manifold changes its length. [55] 
 
Figure 3.6 Variable length intake runners 
3.2.5 Exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) 
Another system that is used in collaboration with the induction system is the 
exhaust gas recirculation (EGR). EGR is designed to reduce the amount of 
oxides of Nitrogen (NOx) created in high combustion temperatures. NOx is 
reduced by recirculating small amount of exhaust gases into the induction 
manifold where it mixes with the air charge. EGR is controlled by a valve 
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which regulates the exhaust gas flow to the induction and is strictly related to 
the engine speed, load and temperature. Figure 3.7 shows a schematic 
representation of how EGR works. [56] 
 
Figure 3.7 Schematic representation of EGR system 
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3.3 Theoretical analysis (dynamics of the intake manifold) 
In figure 3.8 a schematic diagram of an intake manifold can be seen with all 
the sensors required to calculate the air mass flow into the cylinders. 
Air box
T1
P1
m1
P2
T2 mcyl
 
Figure 3.8 Intake System with sensors 
Assuming that the engine works as a pump which sucks air then the mass 
for one cylinder in theory can be described by equation 3.1, 
𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑟, 𝑐𝑦𝑙, 𝑡ℎ = 𝑃2𝑉𝑎𝑖𝑟, 𝑐𝑦𝑙, 𝑡ℎ =  
𝑃2
𝑅𝑇2
𝑉𝑎𝑖𝑟, 𝑐𝑦𝑙. 𝑡ℎ          3.1[57] 
Where the volume of air flow for one cylinder for a 4 stroke engine can be 
described by equation 3.2, 
𝑉𝑎𝑖𝑟, 𝑐𝑦𝑙, 𝑡ℎ =  
1
2
 𝑉𝑑 𝑛                         3.2 [57] 
Where 𝑉𝑑 is the displacement of one cylinder and 𝑛 is the engine speed in 
RPM. The above equations describe the theoretical air flow in one cylinder 
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which in reality is different and in fact smaller because in an engine 
phenomena such as pumping loses due to the throttle restriction, valve 
timing tuning, restrictions at the inlet port etc. exist. Hence it is necessary to 
define the volumetric efficiency of an engine which is described by equation 
3.3, 
𝑛𝑣 =
𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑟,𝑐𝑦𝑙
𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑟,𝑐𝑦𝑙,𝑡ℎ
= 
𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑟,𝑐𝑦𝑙
1
2
𝑛𝑉𝑑
𝑃2
𝑅𝑇2
          3.3 [57] 
The volumetric efficiency is determined experimentally as a look up table and 
depends on the engine speed 𝑛 and the throttle butterfly position 𝑎.   
Another characteristic quantity for the air mass flow entering the cylinder is 
the air mass passing through the throttle which can be described by equation 
3.4 
𝑚𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑙𝑒 = 𝐶𝑑 𝐴𝑡ℎ
𝑃1
√𝑅𝑇1
𝐴𝐹𝐶          3.4 [57] 
Where 𝐶𝑑 is the coefficient of discharge for the flow, 𝐴𝑡ℎ is the throttle 
butterfly actual area which is described by equation 3.5 below,𝑇1 , 𝑃1 is the 
temperature and pressure before the throttle and AFC is the condition of the 
airflow (sonic or subsonic) as described by equations 3.6 and 3.7 below. 
 2( ) 1 cos( ( ))
4
thArea t d a t

        3.5 [57] 
Where 𝑑  the throttle butterfly diameter and 𝑎(𝑡) is the throttle plate angle. 
Furthermore as described in equation 3.4 there are different air flow 
conditions depending on the speed of the engine which have to be defined. 
These conditions are divided into sonic and subsonic flow. Under specific 
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manifold pressure sonic flow is observed and at that point any further 
increase at the air flow cannot be seen. For that reason at sonic flow the 
pressure at the inlet manifold is insignificant and even if it becomes 
extremely low it cannot create any further increase in the air flow. Sonic flow 
is commonly found during engine deceleration so when the throttle is closed 
or partially closed and equation 3.6 describes a sonic at any point below a 
critical pressure limit. 
𝑆𝑠𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑐 =
√𝑘 [
2
𝑘+1
]
𝑘+1
𝑘−1
         3.6 [57] 
Where 𝑘 is the ratio of the air specific heat. Flow changes to sonic at about 
0.54bar of manifold pressure and for 𝑘=1.4. On the other hand subsonic flow 
is found in higher manifold pressures or in other words with wide open or 
partially open throttle plates, as long as the manifold pressure is higher than 
the critical point that was mentioned previously. At subsonic conditions the 
air flow increases depending on the pressure ratio and the throttle angle and 
any drop on the manifold pressure could make the air flow o increase. Air 
flow under subsonic conditions can be expressed by equation 3.7. 
1 1
( ) ( )2
. 1
( ) 1 ( )
k
k k
m m
Subsonic
atm atm
P t P tk
S
P t k P t
 
              
   3.7 [57] 
Where 𝑃𝑚 refers to the manifold pressure in 𝑁/𝑚2 which practically can be 
measured using a MAP sensor or additional pressure instrumentation. [57], 
[58], [59] 
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3.4 Summary 
This chapter starts with a description of the induction system and the main 
job which performs. It is very important to understand all the technical 
characteristics of the induction system as its role is vital to the SI engine 
operation. The next paragraph goes through a detailed description of the 
various subsystems the induction system comprises of and what role each 
one has. Finally the last paragraph describes the theory and the calculations 
behind the induction system as used when a mathematical model of the 
induction system needs to be developed. 
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Chapter 4: Experimental setup– Testing methodology 
This chapter is about the experimental setup required to perform the 
necessary tests and also the testing methodology specifically developed for 
the engine data collection. At first the unit under test is described analytically 
and some of the unique features of this engine are described. This is 
important as it plays a very important part in this project and also has a very 
innovative engine design which sets it apart from the competition. Next the 
testing facility layout is described pointing at the key equipment that allows 
for efficient powertrain testing followed by the measurement and data 
acquisition system. In addition the measured signals are described and their 
location on the engine is shown and justified. Last but not least an extensive 
description of the testing methodology is presented explaining what makes it 
different to what most automotive manufacturers currently use.  
4.1 Unit under test 
The engine under test in this project is a Ford fox upgrade GTDI (gasoline 
turbo direct injection) and is the latest generation downsized internal 
combustion engine from the above manufacturer. It is currently at the final 
stages of the development and is expected to be put into production towards 
the end of 2018. Below you can see a table with the most important technical 
details of this engine. 
Maximum power 125 PS (92 KW) @ 6000 RPM 
Maximum Torque 200 Nm @ 2000 – 2500 RPM 
Bore 71.9 mm 
Stroke 82.0 mm 
Total engine capacity 999 cmᶟ 
Connecting rod length 137.00 mm 
Compression ratio 10.5: 1 
Firing order  1-2-3 
Table 4.1 Technical details of the engine under test 
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The past few years most automotive manufacturers have adopted a new 
concept of engine by downsizing them and adding a turbocharger. This 
makes the engines lighter, smaller in size, more efficient and with far less 
emissions. This particular engine used in this project is the latest in 
downsizing technology from Ford and is an upgrade of the current engine 
available on the market but with many improvements and innovations. The 
most important feature is that although under normal conditions is a three 
cylinder engine, under certain speed and load conditions it can deactivate 
cylinder number 1 and run on 2 cylinders. This is achieved by an 
electrohydraulic actuator in the valve train of cylinder 1 which when 
commanded it disables the valves and no combustion can be achieved. At 
the same time the ECU disables the spark and the fuelling for that cylinder. 
During that mode the spark timing and the fuelling on the two remaining 
cylinders is slightly increased and the turbocharger produces more boost to 
compensate for the inactive cylinder but the overall fuel consumption of the 
engine is decreased. When the engine needs to switch mode and run on 
three cylinders because the load/speed is increased, the valves are activated 
again and after compression is built back (a few cycles) then the spark timing 
and fuelling are enabled. In reality it is not so easy to implement the above 
technology as this present significant control engineering challenges. 
Engineers have to take under consideration the duration that the engine 
operates under cylinder deactivation mode as this can significantly affect the 
performance and emissions of the engine. For example if the cylinder 
remains inactive for too long then it cools down which makes it not ideal 
when the clean combustion process and low emissions is the target. Another 
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important factor is the drivability the customer experiences during mode 
switching as it is obvious that when 33% of the engine capacity is 
deactivated this will have a significant effect on the torque produced by the 
engine. All the above indicate that the timing of the whole process and the 
engine conditions under which the deactivation is performed are crucial to 
ensure that this transition is hardly noticeable by the driver and also 
seamless to ensure that the whole gearbox/driveline is not stressed 
unnecessarily.  
 
Figure 4.1 3D CAD Drawing of the engine (courtesy of Ford Motor Co) 
In addition to the above feature this engine also incorporates the latest in 
variable valve timing technology in both inlet and exhaust camshafts (Ti-
VCT) to ensure maximum drivability and quick response under all operating 
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conditions. It also has very advanced spray guided direct injection system to 
increase combustion performance and ensure that the relatively high 
compression ratio for a turbocharged engine can be achieved. The 
turbocharger is a low inertia small size unit to minimise turbo lag while it can 
spin up to 240000 RPM to ensure it can provide the necessary boost. It is 
both water and oil cooled to increase its reliability. Finally it is worth 
mentioning that being a high output engine it has piston cooling jets to 
reduce the temperature of the pistons and also a variable geometry oil pump 
to ensure the optimum lubrication is provided with the minimum friction 
losses. In figure 4.2 it is noticeable that although the engine incorporates the 
latest in engine engineering and control it still maintains a very compact 
design which makes it suitable for any vehicle size and a very low mass. [60] 
4.2 Test cell layout 
The testing facility used for the experiments is a state of the art palletised 
room capable of handling both steady state and also highly dynamic 
powertrain tests including drive cycles and real driving emission simulations. 
The software and hardware used within this facility is engineered mostly by 
AVL which is a world leader in powertrain testing and simulations. 
4.2.1 AC Transient dynamometer 
The dynamometer used for the experiments was a foot mounted 
asynchronous unit capable of handling 220 kW and 550Nm of torque. Being 
an AC electric motor means that it cannot only absorb (brake) the engine but 
also motor it simulating any possible condition or drive cycle. The main 
advantages of such a unit are that it can have very high speed gradient due 
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to low and optimised inertia which makes it ideal for transient testing and the 
torque measurement is performed either with the traditional load cell setup 
for increased accuracy or by using an in line torque flange and elastic 
coupling on the shaft to reduce torque oscillations where this is required. It is 
also worth mentioning that inside all the bearing cases there is oil circulation 
which reduces friction thus enhancing the measurement characteristics and 
response of the unit. The maximum speed that the dynamometer can 
operate is 12000 RPM meaning that it can basically handle almost any 
engine design available nowadays. [61] 
 
Figure 4.2 Back view of the AC dynamometer rested on its mount 
4.2.2 Fuel mass flow measurement 
It is very important for the engineers to be able to measure the fuel 
consumption of the engine under test because by using these data they can 
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verify that the fuel demand calculated by the engine strategy is accurate and 
also they can perform various calculations together with the emission 
analysers to ensure that the engine is performing efficiently and clean. In this 
particular facility where the tests were performed a very advanced 
measurement device is used which can also condition the fuel and supply it 
to the engine at an optimum temperature to enhance repeatability of the 
results. The measuring principle of this device is gravimetric and that means 
that the fuel consumed by the engine is taken from a continuously weighted 
measurement vessel which has all the properties of the vehicle tank. From 
time to time the device automatically calibrates itself by using a calibration 
weight thus improving the accuracy. 
4.2.3 Air mass flow measurement 
The device used for the air mass flow measurement is probably the most 
important within the testing facility as it is the one that provides us with the 
experimental data from the engine which will be compared against the 
simulated and modelled data in a later chapter. This device is the latest 
technology available for measuring air mass flow in an engine and the 
measuring principle is based on the ultrasonic transit time differential 
method. The figure below will help explain how this device works. 
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Figure 4.3 Schematic representation of the air mass flow measuring principle 
In this method two ultrasonic pulses are sent simultaneously from two 
transmitters installed in the measuring head (T1, T2) through the flowing air. 
One pulse is sent into the flow direction and the other one against. The 
interaction between the speed of sound c and the velocity of flow v 
accelerates the pulse in one direction and decelerates the pulse in the other 
direction. This means that the signals at the 2 receivers on the measuring 
head (R1, R2) arrive at different speeds. Below the initial required equations 
will be explained which will lead finally to the calculation of the air mass flow. 
First the equations that calculate the transit time of the ultrasonic pulse in 
both directions are needed which will be described by equations 4.1 and 4.2 
                                            𝑡1= 
𝐿
𝑐+𝑣𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑎
            4.1[62] 
And also                              𝑡2= 
𝐿
𝑐−𝑣𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑎
            4.2 [62] 
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Where t1 and t2 is the transit time of ultrasonic pulse in flow direction and 
against flow direction respectively. 
Also equation 4.2 describes the sound path at an inclination angle  
                                              L = 
𝐷
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑎
                 4.3 [62] 
Where D is the tube diameter and α is the inclination angle as both shown in 
figure 4.4. Then equations 4.1 and 4.2 can be used to determine the flow 
velocity which is described by equation 4.4 
                                            v= 
𝐿
2𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑎
(
1
𝑡1
−
1
𝑡2
)       4.4 [62] 
And the speed of sound can also be determined as described in equation 4.5  
                                            c= 
𝐿
2
(
1
𝑡1
+
1
𝑡2
)      4.5 [62] 
The volume flow can be calculated as well as shown in equation 4.6 by 
including the calibration factor K and also using the flow velocity calculated 
by equation 4.4 
                                             V = K
𝜋𝐷2
4
v          4.6 [62] 
And finally by using the density of the medium ρ𝑎, the temperature of the 
medium T𝑎 
and the pressure value from the built in sensor P𝑎 then the corresponding air 
mass flow can be calculated as described by equation 4.7 [62] 
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                                               𝑄𝑚 = 
P𝑎
𝑅T𝑎
V = 
𝑘ρ𝑎
𝑐2
V         4.7 [62] 
In the figure below the actual setup of the device is shown inside the engine 
test cell 
 
Figure 4.4 Installation of the air mass flow measurement instrument 
4.2.4 Emissions measurement devices 
Another important element of the engine testing facility is the emission 
analysers. They are used to constantly measure the exhaust gases while the 
engine is running and they report the % of the pollutants such as 𝐶𝑂2, THC, 
𝑁𝑂𝑥 and CO during engine development process. Their role is crucial 
because on development engine when the ECU is mapped and calibrated 
the engineers need to know that their settings will not affect the emissions of 
the engine and as a result it will be able to pass the emission tests which are 
becoming increasingly tight. Normally the measuring probes are positioned 
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before and after the catalytic converter which makes sure that the correct 
operation of the catalytic converter can be checked and verified. Another 
important element in this setup is the distance between the probes and the 
device. Ideally it has to be not more than 10 metres as this ensure that there 
is not significant measurement lag due to gas travel distance. [63] 
 
Figure4.5 Pre catalyst emission probe for CO, CO2 measurement 
4.2.5 Environmental controls 
 The term environmental control refers to the infrastructure used to control 
and condition various fluids which are used to control various engine 
subsystems temperatures. These subsystems are the engine coolant which 
is used to keep the engine at an optimum temperature, the oil cooler which 
maintains the engine oil temperature at an optimum temperature to ensure 
the best possible lubrication of the engine, the intercooler which control the 
boosted air temperature into the engine and lastly the combustion air where 
the temperature of the air the engine is breathing can be controlled. All the 
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above play a major role on the repeatability of the data produced by any 
testing facility because temperature variations can affect the way an engine 
operates. Also by having accurate environmental control the safety of the 
engine can be ensured and also gives the flexibility to the engineers to 
simulate different operating conditions which can be found at different parts 
of the world where the engine will have to operate. [64] 
 
Figure 4.6 Heat exchanger for engine coolant temperature control 
4.3 Engine test automation software 
The term test automation software means all the individual software 
packages that make the operation of the testing facility possible. These 
software control each individual component of the facility including the 
engine and also the various data acquisition systems that provide data. 
4.3.1 Puma automation platform 
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The Puma automation platform is a software package which is designed and 
developed by AVL and its primary role is to control the whole testing facility 
and its subcomponents. All the signals from the facility are connected to a 
central hub and the software control this hub and as a result the 
dynamometer, various data acquisition systems, measuring devices and the 
environmental controls can be managed. The systems also extended 
capability as it allows the engineers to create automated tests necessary for 
powertrain development and also complicated scripts and calculations which 
can trigger additional actions during engine testing. All the subsystems 
connected to the software use standard communication protocols found in 
industry such as TCP/IP, CAN which means that additional devices can be 
connected any time. It also incorporates an advanced limit protection 
monitoring where the engineers can configure certain limit parameters and 
develop logic so the software can act on its own when automated testing is 
performed to ensure the ultimate engine protection and data quality. Also 
through the above software platform the environmental controls of the testing 
facility can be managed through PID controllers and look up tables which use 
closed loop control for enhance control accuracy. It is also important that it 
support also server installation which means it can be used for controlling 
more than one testing facility as found nowadays in most automotive 
development centres. Below in figure 4.7 a typical Puma screen can be seen 
with non-running engine. [65] 
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Figure 4.7 Puma automation software 
4.3.2 ECU calibration software 
The engine used in this project as mentioned earlier is a development engine 
and as such is connected to a development ECU where the engineers have 
full access to obtain and modify calibration parameters. For that purpose ATI 
Vision software was used which is an integrated development, calibration 
and measurement system specifically designed for engine development. This 
software gives the ability to the engineers to obtain real time parameters 
from the engine such as cam timing, spark timing, fuel control and modify 
these while the engine is running and examine the effect they have on 
engine performance. It can also be used together with Matlab to create 
complex models about engine control systems and download them directly to 
the ECU without needing to alter the source code (strategy). The basic 
calibration toolkit consists of the ECU interface which is an emulator installed 
within the ECU to allow the user full access to it, the PC software and a USB 
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link between the ECU and the PC where the software is installed. The data 
acquisition kit used in this project is also connected to the calibration 
software but this will be analysed later on in this chapter. In figure 4.8 below 
the screen of the calibration software can be seen. It is worth mentioning the 
large number of ECU parameters that can be found in this screen. [66] 
 
Figure 4.8 ECU calibration interface 
4.3.3 Combustion indicating software 
It is very important during engine testing and development the combustion 
process to be monitored and recorded as this mainly indicates any 
inefficiency during engine operation. For this project the IndiCom combustion 
indicating software was used which is developed by AVL and provides the 
user with crank angle data acquisition for cylinder pressure, spark timing and 
real time calculations. It also allows the development of very advanced knock 
and misfire algorithms which can detect these phenomena and take action to 
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ensure maximum engine protection is achieved. Also additional calculations 
and signal filtering can be configured and calculated either crank angle 
based or time based depending on the requirement. The software is 
connected via Ethernet to the real time hardware and the sensors and this 
topic will be analysed later on in this chapter. Lastly it is worth mentioning 
that during testing the indicating software is in communication with the 
automation platform and the ECU calibration network in a private network 
and they all share data with each other mainly for engine protection- limit 
monitoring and data logging. In figure 4.9 below various measurements can 
be seen during engine operation including the cylinder pressure traces and 
mean effective pressure. Also in the right graph data from the knock 
algorithm can be seen which is used for knock detection. [67] 
 
Figure 4.9 IndiCom combustion indicating software 
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4.4 Measurement and data acquisition systems 
In every testing facility the measurement and data acquisition devices are the 
ones that provide the engineers with the necessary data for engine 
development and normally are located within close proximity to the engine. 
They are control and parameterised through the various software which were 
analysed earlier on this chapter.  
4.4.1 Engine sensor signals 
This is the first part of the instrumentation which was used in this project and 
as the title describes it uses the actual engine sensors which are installed on 
the engine to obtain data during testing. These sensors are connected to the 
engine wiring loom and transmit their readings to the ECU which in turn 
allows us to access these readings since there is direct access to the ECU 
through the calibration software. The engine sensor technology is so 
advanced nowadays that engineers can rely on these sensors since the 
readings they provide are very accurate. Examples of these sensors used in 
this project are the manifold absolute pressure sensor (MAP), engine speed 
sensor, air fuel ratio (Lambda) sensor, variable cam timing sensors etc. 
These sensors are adequate for engine operation but during development 
additional external sensors are required to cover locations where engine 
sensors do not exist. In figure 4.10 a CAD drawing of the engine under test is 
shown where most of the engine sensors can be seen and also how they are 
connected with the engine wiring loom. 
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Figure 4.10 Engine sensors and wiring loom [60] 
 
4.4.2 External sensors  
The term external sensor refers to all the sensors used on the engine and 
are added on top of the existing sensors and their data is logged 
independently from the ECU. In this project many different types of external 
sensors were used mainly for pressure, temperature, combustion analysis 
and turbocharger instrumentation. The pressure sensors used in this project 
are manufactured by General Electric and they are specifically designed for 
engine and vehicle development. That gives them a significant advantage 
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because they firs can withstand the harsh environment of a testing facility 
(temperature, vibrations) and also provide the necessary accuracy required 
in such a project (error up to 0.2%). Normally on development engines 
pressure sensors should be present in all the critical areas of the engine 
such as the intake manifold, the whole air path from the compressor outlet to 
the throttle body and also the exhaust before and after the catalyst. The 
location of the sensors is critical not only because engineers need the data 
from these points but also because the right instrumentation points can show 
slight malfunctions of the engine which otherwise would be hardly noticeable. 
The principle of operation of such sensors is a silicon sensing element which 
is installed inside a high integrity pressure module constructed from stainless 
steel. Any pressure difference excites this sensing element and this 
excitation is translated into a voltage output which engineers can read. This 
voltage output is translated into a pressure reading based on the calibration 
certificate of the sensor and the final pressure reading is obtained. In figure 
4.11 such a sensor can be seen. 
 
Figure 4.11 External pressure sensor GE PMP317 
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As it will be described later the engine tests performed for this project are 
highly dynamic which means that the pressure pick up point  is as close to 
the sensor as possible to ensure the maximum dynamic pressure difference 
is obtained. It is also worth mentioning that these sensors need to be 
professionally calibrated every 6 months to ensure maximum accuracy. 
The next type of external sensors used is the thermocouples for temperature 
measurement. Thermocouples are made of two different electrical 
conductors which form an electrical junction at differing temperatures. As a 
result a temperature dependent voltage is produced which can be interpreted 
as a temperature reading. There are many types of thermocouples available 
but for this project the type K was used which is the most common. Also a 
different type of thermocouple was developed specifically for this project 
which is extremely thin at 0.08mm since a very low response time was 
needed to capture the rapid temperature change during testing. The other 
two sizes used were 1.5mm and 3mm. The thicker ones were used on the 
exhaust side of the engine where any other thinner thermocouple would not 
last due to the high temperatures reaching up to 1000 degrees Celsius. [68] 
 
Figure 4.12 Specially developed thermocouple 0.08mm thickness [68] 
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In the above figure the super thin thermocouple can be seen installed in a 
standard thermocouple fitting and ready for installation to the engine. The 
thermocouples were installed on every location where a pressure sensor 
existed as on many calculations it is very handy to have a pressure and 
temperature reading available at the same point. In figure 4.13 a typical 
engine instrumentation setup can be seen as used on the engine under test. 
The measuring point is at the inlet and outlet of the compressor. 
 
Figure 4.13 Compressor inlet-outlet instrumentation [60] 
Another very important element of the instrumentation is the combustion 
pressure sensors. There are 2 different types of sensors available. The first 
is a combination of a spark plug and a pressure transducer all in one unit and 
the second is a standalone pressure transducer mounted on the cylinder 
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head where the combustion chamber is located. For this project the second 
type was selected due to the accuracy advantage due to higher sensitivity. 
These sensors are piezoelectric which means that the pressure element 
creates a voltage every time there is a change in pressure. It is obvious that 
the number of the sensors in this engine is equal to the number of the 
cylinders and these sensors are directly connected to the real time 
combustion analysis hardware which obtains their reading. The particular 
sensors used in this project are manufactured by Kistler and they have been 
specifically designed with high tolerance to knock and detonation. These 
events during engine operation can significantly deteriorate the ability of the 
sensor to react on pressure changes. 
4.4.3 Data acquisition systems 
For this project two main data acquisition systems were used. One designed 
for analogue inputs and temperatures and the second one is the real time 
processing hardware which was used for combustion indicating data with 
crank angle resolution. 
The first data acquisition kit is the EMX series and is designed and 
developed by Accurate Technologies and is the same company that 
develops the ECU calibration software. The EMX series is a range of 
modular data acquisition devices which can be connected and configured 
directly to the ECU calibration software. The data acquisition rate is 1 kHz for 
analogue inputs and 500 Hz for thermocouples which makes it one of the 
highest available on the market today. The above modules have been 
designed specifically for engine and vehicle development which means that 
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they can withstand the harsh environment of a testing facility. In figure 4.15 
the EMX data acquisition system can be seen installed   
 
Figure 4.14 EMX data acquisition system 
The main reason this acquisition system was chosen for this project is that it 
can directly be connected to the ECU calibration software which means that 
while testing the data from the engine sensors and all the external sensors, 
thermocouples can all be time aligned and recorded in a single recorder file 
which makes data post processing a lot easier and robust. Also because 
these devices are fully programmable through the software, the engineers 
can apply digital filtering, anti-aliasing settings and complex calculations on 
recorded channels which offers a lot more flexibility and ensures higher data 
quality. This system uses CAN protocol to communicate with the software 
through a central hub where also the ECU is connected and that ensures 
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very high and reliable data transfer rate. It is also worth mentioning that 
during the course of this project some slight imperfections in the operation of 
the devices was noticed and collaboration with the development company 
was established to further improve the product so it suits our requirements. 
[69] 
The second data acquisition system is the X-ION high speed data acquisition 
platform. It is a modular acquisition system that can be easily adapted to 
different units under test and environments and that gives it the advantage to 
be able to manage the growing powertrain complexity. It is the most 
advanced combustion indicating hardware at the moment and it can also 
handle analysis of electrified powertrains. In figure 4.15 below you can see 
the modular design of the system. 
 
Figure 4.15 AVL X-ION acquisition platform 
The cylinder pressure transducers are directly connected to this device from 
the engine and it provides them with the necessary signal amplification so 
the engineers can obtain the readings. The hardware connects to the 
indicating software via a Gigabit Ethernet link which is the fastest private 
network connection available. Another advantage of this system is that it 
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supports cascading of up to six units with time synchronisation in case there 
is large number of signals. The hardware also offers time based acquisition 
with real time crank angle transformation (through an engine encoder) with a 
resolution of up to 0.01 degrees crank angle and that allows simultaneous 
availability of data in both time and crank angle domain. Once the sensors 
are physically connected to the hardware then the parameterisation is done 
programmatically as shown in figure 4.16. 
 
Figure 4.16 Parameterisation of X-ION data acquisition system 
The above figure is a good example which shows the flexibility of the system 
as it shows that not only combustion related signals can be obtained but also 
various other engine signals such as spark timing or injection timing. [70] 
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4.5 Testing methodology 
For this project a new engine testing methodology was developed which is 
quite different from the ordinary tests that are performed during engine 
testing.  The main purpose of this different type of testing is to excite the 
system (engine) as much as possible in the shortest period of time which as 
a result provides us with a very rich index of data. [71], [72] The tests were 
divided into three main categories based on the engine actuator which was 
excited. The first and main test is the rapid air charge sweep, and then the 
torque test was performed where the engine spark was excited and last is 
the turbo controls test where the turbo waste gate actuator was excited. All 
the tests were performed by using advanced programming interface (API) 
algorithms using Matlab directly controlling the ECU calibration software 
hence the ECU. The application programming interface comprises of 
subroutine definitions, protocols and tools for building an application using 
specific software. Basically it allows different software to communicate with 
each other by using pre-defined methods of communication. Normally when 
software is written the developer provides an API guide with the software 
including a list of other software that can communicate with it so engineers 
can develop applications based on these information. [73], [74] 
4.5.1 Air charge sweep 
Before starting explaining this test it is worth mentioning that with the term air 
charge sweep  it is implied that with the engine running at a constant speed 
the inlet manifold pressure of the engine is ramped up from the minimum to 
the maximum achievable point. This can be done either by actuating the 
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throttle pedal directly and let the ECU control the actuators or in our case by 
writing an algorithm which allows us to directly change the actuator settings 
as desired. The second method was chosen for our tests because of the way 
the ECU strategy works. In other words by actuating the throttle pedal the 
ECU tries to achieve a maximum torque by constantly changing the throttle 
and the waste gate but this causes nonlinear readings of the air mass flow 
since the actuators are not working linearly. By ramping up the actuators 
directly and bypassing the ECU control strategy  it is ensured that the 
maximum manifold pressure can be achieved in the most linear way. Below 
in figure 4.17 an example of the air charge sweep test algorithm in Matlab 
can be seen. 
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Figure 4.17 Air charge sweep test algorithm 
Another part of the algorithm which is not displayed is handling the recording 
of the data channels and auto saving the data file at the end of the test. After 
the maximum manifold pressure is achieved the engine is kept at that point 
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for a few seconds until is stabilised and then the same process is repeated to 
ramp down the manifold pressure to the point where the test initially started. 
This test is repeated at different engine speeds and camshaft timing 
positions. 
4.5.2 Torque test 
The torque test uses the same API interface for changing the spark like the 
previous test but the method with which that is achieved is different. For this 
test, sweep methods to adjust the spark are not being used but instead an 
amplitude modulated pseudo random binary signal (AMPRBS) is created and 
then injected into the spark adder within the ECU. The AMPRBS is 
generated using a special algorithm which gives us the ability to control the 
limits, duration and hold time of this signal. [75] 
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Figure 4.18 AMPRBS Signal generation algorithm 
After the AMPRBS signal is generated it is fed into the main algorithm so the 
engine can be excited and the main purpose of this test is to examine the 
changes in air mass flow of the engine when the spark is modulated. The 
advantage of using this sort of signal compared to ordinary sweeps is that 
because the hold time can be very small (0.1s, extreme spark limits 
(advanced – retarded) can be achieved that in any other case would not be 
possible due to knock or misfire. Before the test starts the engine is at a 
constant speed/load position with the throttle locked (bypassing the ECU 
strategy) and then the spark signal is fed into the ECU. This results into 
fluctuations of the torque generated by the engine and as a result the air 
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mass flow into the engine changes accordingly.  Similarly to the air charge 
test, in this test the recording and storage of data is handled automatically 
through the test algorithm. 
4.5.3 Turbo controls test 
This test uses the same algorithm to generate the AMPRBS signal like the 
previous test but in this case the signal is fed into the waste gate adder 
calibration parameter. The engine is kept at a constant speed/load point 
similarly to previous test and then the signal is fed into the actuator. This 
results into sudden increase and drop of the inlet manifold pressure which 
causes big differences in the engine’s air charge which in turn means the air 
mass flow changes as well. In this test it is very critical to choose the correct 
actuator limits for each speed/load point as wrong configuration of the test 
algorithm can lead into excessive boost pressure which can damage critical 
engine components or the engine itself. In figure 4.19 part of the Matlab 
algorithm can be seen used for the turbo controls test. 
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Figure 4.19 Turbo controls test algorithm 
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4.6 Summary 
This chapter starts with a description of the technical characteristics of the 
unit under test which is important as it represents the engine used for testing 
on the dyno and consequently the data collection. The next paragraph 
describes analytically the testing facility used for the test and its main 
elements emphasizing on the principle of operation of the main instrument 
used for measuring the engine air mass flow. The following paragraph gives 
an analytic description of the software used for controlling the testing facility 
and various hardware, followed by an analysis of the various measurement 
and data acquisition systems used for data collection. It is crucial to 
understand the above as this sort of testing facilities are very complicated 
and consist of various pieces of software and hardware. Finally the last part 
of the chapter gives an in depth description of the testing methodology 
specially developed for this project with examples of the actual code running 
the experiments. 
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Chapter 5: Engine test results 
This chapter is about presenting and analysing the experimental data 
collected during engine testing. At first the recorded channels are described 
due to their large number and also the complexity due to the many locations 
the readings were picked up from. Next the daily check data collection is 
described and justified, followed by the air charge data collection analysis. 
Next is the torque data collection and description and ending up with the 
turbo controls data collection and analysis. At the end of this chapter a short 
summary of the data collection will be discussed. 
5.1 Recorded channels description 
As mentioned in the previous chapter, during the engine testing experiments 
the data obtained are from different sources but they are all recorder in a 
same recorder created within the ECU calibration interface. The main reason 
for that is that it ensures all the data are time aligned and also being saved 
all in a single file it makes post processing a lot easier and efficient. In figure 
5.1 all the recorded channels and a short description which explains what 
exactly is measured on the engine can be seen. It is also worth mentioning 
that there are three different acquisition rates depending if the channel is 
pressure, temperature or calibration parameter from the ECU. The channel 
names look a bit difficult to understand but they are set up in a way that the 
minimum amount of characters is needed to describe what kind of 
measurement they refer to. [76] 
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Channel Name Description Units Acquisition 
rate 
A_TURBOP Pressure after turbo kPa 500 Hz 
ATURBO_T Temperature after turbo Deg C 500 Hz 
ACT Air charge temperature Deg F 100 Hz 
AFR_HORIBA Air fuel ratio - 100 Hz 
AFTCOMPP After compressor pressure kPa 500 Hz 
AFTCOMPT After compressor 
temperature 
Deg C 500 Hz 
AFTCOMPT_FAST As above with special 
thermocouple 
Deg C 500 Hz 
AIRCNR_P Air cleaner pressure kPa 500 Hz 
AM Air mass Kg/hr 100 Hz 
ATMP Atmospheric pressure kPa 500 Hz 
ATMT Atmospheric temperature Deg C 500 Hz 
AVL_FB_VAL Fuel flow Kg/hr 100 Hz 
ECT_DEGC Engine coolant temperature Deg C 100 Hz 
ENGINE_SPEED Engine speed rpm 100 Hz 
FSA_RATE Air mass flow Kg/hr 500 Hz 
ICAIRINP Intercooler inlet pressure kPa 500 Hz 
ICAIROUT Intercooler outlet temperature Deg C 500 Hz 
ICAIROUP Intercooler outlet pressure kPa 500 Hz 
INMAN_GA Inlet manifold pressure kPa 500 Hz 
INMAN_T Inlet manifold temperature Deg C 500 Hz 
LAM_30MS Engine lambda sensor - 100 Hz 
LBMF_INJ_0 Fuel injector mass flow Kg/hr 100 Hz 
LOAD Normalised cylinder air 
charge 
- 100 Hz 
MAP Manifold absolute pressure In Hg 100 Hz 
MCT Manifold charge temperature Deg C 100 Hz 
P_TURBOP Pre turbo pressure kPa 500 Hz 
P_TURBOT Pre turbo temperature Deg C 500 Hz 
PRECOMPP Pre compressor pressure kPa 500 Hz 
PRECOMPT Pre compressor temperature Deg C 500 Hz 
PRETB_P Pre throttle body pressure kPa 500 Hz 
SPKSAF_SA Final spark angle deg 100 Hz 
SPKSAF_SA_ADD_S Spark angle adder deg 100 Hz 
TORQUE_R Raw torque measurement Nm 500 Hz 
TPP_THETA_FIN Throttle butterfly valve deg 100 Hz 
TQE_BRK_LED Calculated torque Nm 100 Hz 
TQE_BRK_REQ Required torque Nm 100 Hz 
TURBO_N_INF Turbine speed rpm 100 Hz 
VCT_CAM_ACT_EXH Exhaust camshaft position deg 100 Hz 
VCT_CAM_ACT_INT Intake camshaft position deg 100 Hz 
WG_CAP_P Waste gate capsule pressure kPa 500 Hz 
WG_DC_0 Waste gate duty cycle - 100 Hz 
WGC_ADD Waste gate duty cycle adder - 100 Hz 
Table 5.1 Recorded data channels 
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5.2 Daily check data collection 
The term daily check  refers to a process that takes place daily before the 
actual engine testing commences and produces statistical data. It is not 
directly related to this project but it is worth mentioning due to the importance 
of this procedure. The testing sequence is defined by the development 
engineers and normally consists of a series of operating points all different to 
each other where various engine actuators such as camshafts, spark timing 
are set to simulate different engine operating conditions. In our case these 
operating points are four and the test is fully automated and data are 
collected and stored according to their collection date and can be plotted in a 
way that shows the whole history of the engine since testing was 
commenced. The most important advantage of the daily check procedure is 
that the engineers can plot al the historical data of each instrumentation 
channel of the particular engine and can immediately spot malfunctioning 
sensors or instrumentation or even more importantly engine operation 
issues. In figure 5.1 the data from the fast ultrasonic air mass flow sensor 
plotted and in the x axis the dates can be seen. The operating point for this 
particular graph is 2000 rpm and 200 kPa brake mean effective pressure. It 
is very obvious that there are no large deviations on the sensor readings 
which ensure that the repeatability of this sensor is very good and also there 
is no malfunction on the engine since the air mass flow measured is 
constant. All the channels described in the previous paragraph are included 
in the daily check data collection which means that by checking this data 
regularly the quality of the data produced by the engine can be maximised 
and also less valuable testing time is wasted. 
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Figure 5.1 Daily check point example 
5.3 Air charge test results 
 This paragraph first talks about the operating point that was chosen for this 
particular test and the engine settings followed by justification of these 
choices and then the air charge data will be presented and analysed using 
graphs generated by Matlab. 
5.3.1 Engine test operating point 
During engine development and more specifically air charge calibration, the 
engine is operated at a number of speeds starting from idle to the maximum 
operating speed of the engine. This ensures that the whole operating range 
of the engine is covered and the engine can be mapped appropriately. Also 
because all modern engines have variable valve timing it is very important 
that the valve timing is known every time an air charge sweep is performed 
since valve timing has a major effect on engine breathing. For that reason 
camshaft indexes are generated for every engine which have all the possible 
cam timing settings that the engine could have during service. For this 
particular engine in this project there are 15 camshaft indexes. 
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The operating point that was chosen for the data collection that will be 
presented in the next paragraph was 2905 RPM and the camshaft index was 
0 which indicates that the camshafts are in the locked position and the inlet 
valve opens 20 degrees after top dead centre (ATDC) and the exhaust valve 
closes at 0 degrees which is the top dead centre (TDC). This engine speed 
was preferred because it is within the maximum torque range of the engine 
and also is high enough for the turbocharger to generate high boost pressure 
which has a direct effect on the air charge of the engine. Also it is a very 
stable operating speed during high boost conditions such as this test which 
as a result gives higher quality data with minimum oscillation especially on 
the measured air mass flow into the engine as  it can be seen later. The cam 
timing was set to locked position (index 0) because the engine operates quite 
efficiently at this point and also ensures there is no blow through 
(scavenging) condition which could lead to pulsation in the inlet manifold and 
again could affect the measured air mass flow. Before  moving to the data 
analysis it is worth mentioning that during the air charge data collection, the 
engine was operated in almost every speed and camshaft index but the 
above operating point was selected based on the author’s judgement and 
existing literature. [77] 
5.3.2 Engine test results and analysis 
Before moving to the test results presentation and analysis it is important to 
mention that the whole duration of this air charge test (sweep) is 6 minutes. 
Normally during air charge calibration the sweeps last a lot longer (up to 20 
minutes) but in this project due to very fast data acquisition systems the 
sweep was performed a lot faster without sacrificing data quality. Also the 
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inlet manifold pressure rate is 1 kPa/second which is controlled by the 
automation software. 
During air charge calibration one of the most important prerequisites is the 
accurate control of the engine coolant temperature during testing. The 
coolant temperature can seriously affect engine operation as the ECU is 
programmed to operate differently when the engine is not in the optimum 
operating temperature. This as a result can affect the combustion process 
which also has a direct effect on the air charge characteristics of the engine. 
For this particular engine the coolant temperature demand is set at 88 
degrees Celsius with maximum tolerance of ± 5 degrees and the test cell PID 
controller takes over to maintain this temperature throughout the test. 
 
Figure 5.2 Engine coolant data 
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In figure 5.2 the engine coolant temperature recorded data can be seen for a 
particular air charge test. It is noticeable that the temperature deviation at 
any point is not exceeding the maximum tolerance of 5 degrees from the set 
point of 88 degrees Celsius. By looking at the graph it can be seen that the 
test started with a temperature of about 90 degrees and the first 100 seconds 
it rose to almost 93 degrees. After that the PID controller reacted and the 
temperature gradually dropped to 85.5 to increase again at about 90 degrees 
towards the end of the test. 
The next very important element that needs to be analysed during an air 
charge test is the actuator settings. As described earlier at a previous 
chapter in order to perform this test, the throttle butterfly is moved from the 
minimum to the maximum allowed angle followed by the waste gate duty 
cycle until the maximum intake pressure is achieved. 
 
Figure 5.3 Throttle butterfly data 
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In figure 5.3 the throttle butterfly actuation during the test can be observed. 
The graph shows that the test started with the butterfly just below 10 degrees 
follower by a linear increase up to 25 degrees the first 70 seconds and then a 
steep increase to the component limit of 81 degrees which occurred at about 
100 seconds since the test started. It is noticeable that the line of the graph 
changes and becomes steeper after25 degrees and that is because after that 
point the throttle butterfly has less effect on the boost pressure of the engine 
and as such the automation software ramps up the throttle faster to maintain 
the required boost pressure increase rate. 
Below in graph 5.4 the waste gate duty cycle data can be seen. The duty 
cycle is unit less and its range is from 0.15 – 1 where 0.15 translates to fully 
open and 1 fully closed (maximum boost). 
 
Figure 5.4 Waste gate duty cycle data 
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The test starts with the actuator fully open and it starts closing at about 70 
seconds. It is noticeable that the automation software starts closing the 
actuator significantly just before 100 seconds since the test started which is 
the point that the throttle butterfly has no effect on inlet manifold pressure 
anymore since it is already almost fully open. The duty cycle graph is quite 
linear and that is because the duty cycle has a linear effect on the boost 
pressure produced by the turbocharger. The maximum value achieved in this 
test is 0.65 and at that point the maximum inlet manifold pressure was 
achieved. Looking at both of the actuator graphs it is noticeable that the line 
of the graph during ramping up and down is exactly the same which ensures 
the best possible air charge data quality and repeatability. 
After looking at the above graphs it is obvious that the actuators are following 
the design of experiment but another important element needed to focus on 
is the inlet manifold temperature. It is very crucial this temperature is 
controlled during air charge calibration because large temperature 
differences can seriously affect the amount of air entering the engine due to 
density variations. This becomes even more critical on turbocharged 
applications such as the engine under test in this project due to the increase 
of pressure and as a result temperature of the boosted air coming out of the 
turbocharger. To control the temperature of the air entering the inlet manifold 
a water cooled intercooler is used which is controlled by a PID controller and 
the set point for this test is 25 degrees Celsius. In figure 5.6 the inlet manifold 
temperature during the test can be seen. The temperature was measured at 
the centre of the inlet manifold by a special thermocouple (0.08 mm 
diameter) specifically designed for this project which is described at chapter 
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4. Due to the very fast response of this thermocouple very slight variations in 
temperature can be captured and obtain a very accurate measurement. 
Looking at the graph it can be seen that the test started with a manifold 
temperature of about 26 degrees and dropped to 20 degrees the first 100 
seconds. This happens because during that time the engine is running 
without any boost pressure and the increased air flow due to throttle opening 
is cooling down the inlet manifold. After that the boost pressure starts 
building up and the temperature rises to 32 degrees. Although the PID 
controller tries to control the temperature to 25 degrees at the intercooler 
outlet there are slight temperature variations at the inlet manifold due to heat 
conductivity from the cylinder head to the manifold. Overall the temperature 
control is good without massive temperature differences and this will become 
more obvious later when the data for the air flow into the engine is analysed. 
 
Figure 5.5 Inlet manifold temperature 
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The next critical channel that needs analysing is the camshafts actuator 
positions because this can affect the air flow into the engine if it is not kept 
constant during the test. 
 
Figure 5.6 Inlet & exhaust camshaft position data 
Based on the design of experiment they are set to 0 degrees crank angle 
(CA) for the duration of the test as explained earlier in this chapter. Looking 
at the above graph it can be seen that they very close to 0 for the whole 
duration. The slight variations up to 0.35 deg CA for the exhaust camshaft 
and up to 0.45 deg CA for the inlet one are due to some electrical noise 
between the actuators and the engine wiring loom and should not raise any 
concerns.  
The next very crucial element for this test that needs analysing is the inlet 
manifold pressure. The inlet manifold pressure is directly related with the air 
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charge and  is necessary to make sure that during the air charge calibration 
the maximum intake manifold pressure is achieved so the engine can be 
calibrated through the whole operating envelope. 
 
 
Figure 5.7 Inlet manifold pressure (gauge) 
Looking at graph 5.7  it can be seen that the test starts with a manifold 
pressure of -80 kPa and increases linearly to a maximum value of 160 kPa. 
This value is 40 kPa more that the rated inlet manifold pressure of the engine 
which is 110 kPa and ensures that the whole operating envelope of the 
engine is covered. When the maximum pressure is achieved the engine is 
kept at steady state operation for 20 seconds for stabilisation purposes and 
then the pressure decreases linearly again until the minimum pressure is 
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achieved. It is also noticeable that the shape of the graph is almost perfectly 
symmetrical which shows that the test was performed flawlessly. 
All the above graphs with the engine data presentation and analysis are very 
crucial because they allow us to explain and visualise how the air charge test 
was performed and also to check that it was conducted as described by the 
design of experiment (DoE). After proving that the test was conducted as 
planned now it is time to present and analyse the data for the measured 
engine air mass flow which is also the main reason the above test was 
performed. It is worth mentioning once again that the air mass flow is 
measured by the ultrasonic air mass flow measurement instrument described 
in chapter 4 and the data acquisition rate is 1 kHz.  
 
Figure 5.8 Engine air mass flow  
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In graph 5.8 the raw unfiltered data from the instrument can be observed. 
The test starts with the engine sucking approximately 20 kg/hr of air and that 
increases linearly as the inlet manifold pressure increases since they are 
directly linked to each other. At around 100 seconds the line on the graph 
becomes thicker and that is because the engine is entering the boosted are 
and there is a lot of pulsation in the inlet air path which can be captured due 
to the very high acquisition rate of the instrument. The maximum air mass 
flow of the engine is 220 kg/hr and can be seen at about 200 seconds in the 
middle of the steady state operation. It is also very important that the shape 
of the graph once again is perfectly symmetrical which shows that the air 
charge is linear and repeatable and also that the instrument is measuring 
correctly without any leaks. 
 
Figure 5.9 Filtered engine air mass flow (5 Hz) 
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In figure 5.9 a filtered version of the air mass flow data can be seen which 
was created by applying an electronic low pass filter at 5Hz. 
5.4 Torque test results 
In this paragraph the torque test (spark excitation) will be described starting 
with the operating point description and justification and followed by the data 
presentation and analysis. 
5.4.1 Engine test operating point 
This test was performed in order to examine how by altering the spark timing 
of the engine during medium- high load conditions can affect the air charge 
and as a result the measured air mass flow of the engine. For this test the 
speed of the engine was set at 3500 RPM and the throttle and Wastegate 
actuators were set so the load of the engine is 1. This load is a unit less ECU 
parameter and refers to the normalised cylinder air charge. The reason this 
speed was chosen is because is in the medium- high range and that ensures 
there is enough air flow going through the engine. The load of the engine 
was set to 1 because it is high enough so the engine is in the boosted region 
but also safe so the spark timing can be widely excited and its effects can be 
examined.  
This test is different to the air charge one as this test is performed by setting 
the engine speed and the throttle and Wastegate actuators to certain values 
until a specific speed/load point is achieved, and then the camshaft actuators 
are set to locked position (index 0). Once the above are all set then the 
actual test is starting with the spark timing limits finding. The automation 
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software performs a search to find the minimum and maximum spark limits 
by gradually retarding the spark until combustion instability is detected by the 
combustion indicating software and on the other side by advancing the spark 
until knock is detected by the combustion indicating software. Once this 
search is complete two spark values should have been obtained for 
maximum and minimum. Based on these values the AMPRBS signal is 
constructed (described in chapter 4) and the test can begin.  
5.4.2 Engine test results and analysis 
Before moving on the data presentation it is important to mention that the 
duration of the test is 65 seconds during which the AMPRBS signal is fed 
into the ECU spark timing as described in chapter 4 and the data is recorded. 
Like in the previous test it is important to analyse certain data to make sure 
that the test was performed as planned and the result are as expected before  
moving on to the main data analysis for this test. At first the actuator 
positions need to be checked and verified to ensure that the test was 
performed as planned. 
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Figure 5.10 Throttle butterfly position data 
Looking at graph 5.10 it is obvious that the throttle was kept at 42 degrees 
although the signal is quite noisy but the variation of the throttle as recorded 
is very minimal. The next graph shows the data from the waste gate duty 
cycle as recorded during the test. 
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Figure 5.11 Waste gate duty cycle data 
Looking at the above graph  it can be seen that the required waste gate duty 
cycle position for this particular speed/load point was 0.41 and was kept 
constant during the test. Both actuator graphs ensure that the settings were 
correct and the test was performed as planned. One last parameter that 
needs checking is the camshaft actuators which were set to 0 like in the 
previous test. Looking at graph 5.12 it can be seen that both camshaft 
actuators were set to 0 as planned with a little bit of electrical noise same as 
in the previous test.  
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Figure 5.12 Camshaft actuators data 
After ensuring that the test was conducted as planned with the engine 
actuators following the test design,  the next step is to examine and analyse 
critical engine parameters and how they were affected by the spark 
excitation. Firstly it is important to present the data of the spark timing as 
measured by the ECU and see how the AMPRBS signal looks like for the 
first time. Figure 5.13 shows the ignition timing during this test and the 
random nature of the signal is immediately noticeable. The test starts with 
about 14 degrees spark advance before top dead centre (BTDC) followed by 
a random sequence of spark settings. Also having a closer look to the graph 
it can be noticed that the duration of each of the settings (or else called hold 
time) is variable and for this particular test varies between 0.1 and 1 second. 
The maximum spark advance achieved in this test is 15 degrees BTDC 
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which is the limit for knock in this particular operating point and the maximum 
spark retard achieved is 4 degrees ATDC. Also as can be seen in the graph 
the whole duration of the experiment is 65 seconds. 
 
Figure 5.13 Spark timing (AMPRBS) 
After presenting and analysing all the inputs of this test it is time to present 
the data of the critical engine outputs such as load, torque, and more 
importantly the engine air mass flow and see what effect the spark timing has 
on these. In figure 5.14 the engine brake torque can be observed. It is 
immediately noticeable that the torque of the engine is significantly affected 
by the spark timing excitation as someone would expect and in some cases 
can be up to 30 Nm. Also by looking at figure 5.14 and 5.15 it is obvious that 
the shape of the graphs follows similar pattern which confirms the above. 
The maximum torque produced by the engine in this test is 117 Nm and the 
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minimum is 79 Nm which confirms the impact the spark timing has on the 
engine torque. 
 
Figure 5.14 Engine brake torque 
Another very interesting parameter that requires analysing is the 
turbocharger speed during the test. The reason this is so important is 
because the speed of the turbocharger is directly connected with the 
measured air mass flow. By having a close look at graph 5.15 it can be 
observed that the test start with a speed of 95000 rpm which is constantly 
changing and by looking at graph 5.13 it is noticeable that during the test the 
spark timing is mostly retarded since the maximum spark advance for this 
test is defined at the beginning. Every time the spark is retarded there is a 
significant increase in the turbocharger speed. This happens because when 
the spark timing is retarded the combustion is not perfect and some of the 
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air- fuel mixture ends up unburned in the exhaust manifold. The manifold 
being very hot causes the mixture to ignite and as a result additional energy 
is released into the turbocharger which leads to a speed increase. 
 
Figure 5.15 Turbocharger speed  
After looking at the variation of the turbocharger speed next is analysing the 
effect the spark timing excitation has on load (normalised cylinder air 
charge). By looking at graph 5.16 it can be observed that the test starts with 
a load of 1 as defined in the test plan and then significant variations are 
occurring while the spark timing is excited. As expected since the 
turbocharger speed is increasing and decreasing this has similar effect on 
the engine load as well because they are directly linked to each other. The 
maximum load value is obtained at about 120 seconds since the test started 
and is 1.2. 
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Figure 5.16 Engine load (normalised cylinder air charge) 
Finally after analysing all the inputs and outputs of the engine and how they 
have been affected by the spark timing excitation it is crucial to examine 
what is the effect of spark timing excitation in the measured engine air mass 
flow during medium-high speed and load conditions. By looking at graph 5.17 
it is observed that the test starts with an air mass flow of 130 kg/hr which is 
also the minimum recorded value and as soon as the spark excitation starts, 
large variations in the air mass flow can be observed. The maximum 
measured air mass flow is 157 kg/hr at about 12 seconds after the test 
started. It is also clear that the signal is a little noisy due to the very high 
acquisition rate of the instrumentation equipment and also by minor pulsation 
phenomena during engine operation. 
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Figure 5.17 Measured engine air mass flow 
5.5 Turbocharger test results 
In this paragraph the way the test was conducted is described and justified 
giving details about the operating point and actuator settings followed by the 
engine data presentation and analysis and examining the effect this kind of 
testing has on certain engine parameters. 
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5.5.1 Engine test operating point 
The principle behind this test is very similar to the torque test but in this case 
we set the test point based on engine speed and inlet manifold pressure. So 
the set point for starting this test is 3000 RPM and 30 inches Hg manifold 
pressure which is equal to 100 kPa (absolute). The reason this point was 
chosen is because again the speed is high enough so we have adequate air 
flow through the engine and the manifold pressure is high enough so the 
engine runs on a boosted region. After the operating point is set the 
AMPRBS signal is injected this time to the waste gate actuator for 70 
seconds which is the whole duration of the test. The procedure for setting the 
operating point is the same as in the previous test by setting the throttle 
butterfly and the Wastegate actuator until the required speed/manifold 
pressure point is achieved. 
5.5.2 Engine test results and analysis 
Before moving on to the main data analysis it is crucial to ensure that the 
actuators are set appropriately for the test to commence. In graph 5.18 the 
data from the throttle butterfly valve can be observed. 
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Figure 5.18 Throttle butterfly valve 
From the graph above it is obvious that the butterfly valve was kept constant 
at 45 degrees through the duration of the test. This setting is the one 
required to achieve the set point for this particular test. 
The next actuator which needs examination is the waste gate one which is 
also the one excited in this experiment. In graph 5.19 the data from the test 
can be observed. 
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Figure 5.19 Waste gate actuator data 
The test starts with a value of 0.16 which is the required for the set point to 
be achieved and then the AMPRBS signal is injected to the ECU with 
variable hold times and values. The maximum duty cycle achieved in this test 
is 0.72. After presenting the data for the engine actuators (inputs) it is worth 
looking at the outputs of the engine starting from the turbocharger speed 
which is directly affected from the waste gate excitation. The waste gate 
actuator is used to control the pressure produced by the turbo charger by 
directing gases away from the turbine wheel the more it opens or directing 
gases to the turbine wheel the more it closes. Looking at graph 5.20 it can be 
observed how the turbocharger speed is affected by the waste gate 
excitation. 
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Figure 5.20 Turbocharger speed 
As expected the turbocharger speed data follow similar pattern with the 
waste gate actuator data because the turbocharger speed is directly affected 
by the position of the waste gate actuator. It is also noticeable that at 42 and 
44 seconds the turbo speed reaches almost 220.000 rpm which is also the 
component limit which clearly shows that the engine operated at maximum 
load for part of this test and this will have an effect on the measured air mass 
flow as it is presented later in this chapter. It is also very interesting to 
examine what happens to the exhaust gas temperatures before and after the 
turbocharger during the duration of the test. The reason this is important is 
because according to the pressure law the higher the temperatures of the 
gas, the higher the energy of the gas is which leads to higher turbine speed. 
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Figure 5.21 Pre and after turbocharger temperature 
Looking at graph 5.21 the two temperatures can be observed. The line on 
the top with higher temperature is the pre turbocharger data and the line at 
the bottom is after the turbocharger. The temperature before the 
turbocharger is higher because as the gases exit the cylinder hear they have 
to go through the turbine wheel which itself causes a restriction. That leads 
to pressure increase and as a result a temperature increase. Both graph 
trends are increasing for most of the duration of the test due to thermal 
inertia accumulated in the exhaust system and particularly at around 42 
seconds where a big increase in turbocharger speed occurs that leads to a 
big spike on both gas temperatures. 
Finally looking at the last graph 5.22 it can be examined how the measured 
air mass flow of the engine is affected by this experiment. 
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Figure 5.22 Measured engine air mass flow 
In figure 5.23 it can be seen that the measured air mass flow of the engine is 
significantly affected by the waste gate excitation and particularly at about 42 
seconds when as explained before there is a massive increase in 
turbocharger speed which causes the air mass flow to reach almost 260 
kg/hr which is the maximum that should be expected from this engine. The 
minimum value of air mass flow is obtained at the start of the test and is 
about 100 kg/hr. These data like in the previous tests are the raw unfiltered 
ones and are recorded at 1 kHz. 
5.6 Engine test results summary 
Looking at all the data presented in this chapter for all three different tests 
the conclusion is that all tests excite the engine with completely different 
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ways but the common output of all is that the engine measured air mass flow 
is significantly affected. At first the air charge test which is used for air charge 
calibration increases the air mass flow linearly by ramping up the inlet 
manifold pressure which is the element that has the most significant effect to 
the air mass flow of the engine. The graph that presents the air mass flow 
data is very linear and repeatable on the way up and also on the way down 
which shows that the test was performed correctly and in a repeatable way 
and the data can be used in a later chapter for comparison with the modelled 
data. The other two tests follow different principle to the first one but by 
exciting the spark timing and the waste gate actuator they prove that a 
significant change on the measured air mass flow can be achieved. Of 
course in this chapter only one operating point for each test was presented 
but during the course of this project many different operating points were ran 
for each different test to ensure that the necessary repeatability is achieved 
and also to examine the effects of each test through the whole operating 
envelope of the engine. 
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Chapter 6: Virtual engine model (WAVE) 
This chapter is about the development and analysis of the virtual engine 
model which was developed for this project using Ricardo WAVE engine 
simulation package. At first the importance of engine modelling is presented 
and also justified. The next paragraph will be an introduction the WAVE 
software itself focusing on its main characteristics and features and 
explaining the necessity of using such a software for modern engine 
development. Then moving onto the main model starting with the model 
structure which will be describing the most crucial elements of the model, 
followed by the model building and parameterisation which explains how that 
particular model was built. The last paragraph of this chapter will be about 
the simulation and results where the data and graphs obtained by the model 
will be presented and analysed. 
 
6.1 Why using engine modelling 
Modern reciprocating engines clearly differ in many aspects from other type 
of engines such as gas turbines or aircraft engines. The reciprocating 
engines have highly transient operation during service which makes the 
combustion process highly transient as well with fast changes in pressures 
and temperatures and also all the processes that are related to the 
combustion process such as intake manifold pressure or air fuel ratio are 
never constant during engine operation. In addition to that modern engines 
comprise of many complex subsystems and parameters which makes the 
control and calibration of the above very challenging.  On top of that the 
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development engineers face the need their engines to comply with stricter 
emission legislation and fuel efficiency standards which further increases the 
complexity of the engine development process. All the above make the use 
of model based simulation approach necessary during engine development 
process where computer based models are used to predict and optimise 
various engine outputs such as torque, speed and AFR. Another very 
important reason why engine modelling is so popular is because it reduces 
the actual experimental time used for engine development. In other words it 
is much cheaper for automotive companies to develop virtual engine models 
and use them for part of the engine development process rather than focus 
only in experimental engine testing using real engine hardware and 
equipment which is very time consuming and also very expensive. [78] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.1 Input output signal principle in engine modelling 
Figure 6.1 is a representation of how the input-output principle is used during 
the engine modelling procedure. The actual engine model is the “SI engine” 
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Manifold pressure 
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where the known inputs are fed and the model will produce the output 
parameters of the engine.  
 
During modelling an engine in a virtual environment it is required to set clear 
targets and objectives about the purpose of the simulation and what is 
expected to be produced as an output. Different objectives and targets would 
need different engine design, parameterisation etc. so it is very important for 
the model developer to understand the details and choose the right model 
type accordingly. [79], [80] 
6.2 Introduction to Ricardo WAVE software 
The virtual engine model required for this project was developed using the 
Ricardo WAVE software package. WAVE is one of the market leading 1D 
gas dynamics and simulation package and is widely used from the 
automotive manufacturers worldwide. Its computer aided code is capable of 
analysing the dynamics of pressure waves, air mass flows and energy loses 
in all the subsystems of the engine during operation. When additional 
detailed analysis is required it can be coupled with various industry standard 
software packages such as CFD analysis or statistical analysis programs to 
carry out simulation of almost every process during engine operation. 
However WAVE is not limited only to simulating the internal combustion 
engine as it includes an extensive library of machinery elements such as 
piston compressors and pumps which make it suitable for also simulating 
other compressible fluid flow systems. [81], [82] 
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Figure 6.2 Engine model in WAVE 
Typical applications where WAVE is used include: 
 Engine performance 
WAVE is widely used through the engine design process from the early 
concept studies to detailed investigation of production ready engines and 
offers solutions to applications such as fuel consumption prediction, valve 
train design, turbocharger and waste gate design, EGR studies etc.  
 Combustion process and emissions 
WAVE incorporates advanced combustion models both for gasoline and 
diesel engines and also exhaust after treatment models which can be used 
for combustion system design, after treatment system design, emission 
studies etc.  
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 Acoustics and noise 
WAVE is used by automotive manufacturers worldwide for acoustic 
prediction of the intake and exhaust noise produced by the engine either for 
developing a cost effective exhaust system or for developing a more 
premium sound for upmarket vehicles. It offers big selection of intake system 
components for design purposes as well as exhaust systems components 
and also offers the capability of designing a specific noise signature for 
special applications. 
 Thermal analysis 
The software includes a 2D structural conduction model which provides 
accurate prediction of the heat extraction and is also capable of performing 
exhaust warm- up transient tests. The above can be used for exhaust – 
catalysts light off and also intake and exhaust system component 
temperature prediction for failure. 
After describing the main applications where the software can be used, next 
is to describe the main programs which combined together make WAVE. 
WAVE is the generic name of an entire suite of software which comprises of 
the following three software types:  
1) Pre- processors 
2) Solvers 
3) Post- processors 
All three software types above are employed in that particular order for any 
simulation work within WAVE software and they are available both for 
Windows and Linux operating systems. 
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The pre- processors are programs which are used to set up the simulation 
work. They have a graphical user interface (GUI) where the engineer is able 
to select a series of values and inputs which are required to describe the 
simulation work needed and perform the analysis. The clever design of the 
pre- processors is what makes WAVE software relatively straight forward to 
configure and parameterise. The solvers receive the data in an appropriate 
format by the pre- processors and are used for the analysis of these data. 
They are mainly non interactive and just give the user a text print about the 
progress of the simulation. As expected they require substantial 
computational power and they are the ones which dictate the performance 
characteristics of the hardware used to run the simulations. Lastly the post- 
processors are used to view and interpret the results provided by the post- 
processors and they are primarily GUI based and they require some inputs 
from the user to produce 2-D or 3-D graphs or numerical arrays. [83] 
6.3 WAVE model structure 
In this paragraph the basic elements which form the structure of the model 
will be described and analysed before moving on to the model building and 
parameterisation in the next paragraph. 
The complete WAVE engine model developed for this project was discretised 
into sub systems which make the development of the model easier and 
eliminate the possibility of wrong parameterisation. WAVE offers a library of 
objects which represent the actual engine components from where the user 
chooses the right parts. All the parts are linked together using connection 
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lines and junctions which if parameterised correctly mirror the gas flow paths. 
The main components of the model can be split into two main categories: 
 Air flow elements (manifolds, pipes, throttle body etc.) 
 Engine elements (engine block, turbocharger, fuel injectors etc.) 
The air flow elements represent the components of the engine from which air 
flow passes through to the engine and from the engine. It is very important 
these are picked from the library wisely and parameterised correctly as they 
can significantly alter the simulation results. The airflow elements are 
connected with each other and to the engine using ducts, orifices and Y- 
junctions. The ducts are used to represent all the sections of pipework which 
have one dimensional flow and they have a specific diameter in each length 
and a given length. On the contrary the orifice element has no length or 
diameter and is used to connect to adjoining ducts which don’t have the 
same diameter. Finally the Y- junctions are used to define a junction of the 
model with two or more openings and are used to model complex geometries 
such as intake manifolds’ air filters and exhausts collectors. The throttle body 
is not represented by any of the above as it is used to model a butterfly plate 
in an orifice. The user can reference to a butterfly valve sub model which 
allows specifying the butterfly open area as a function of butterfly plate angle. 
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Figure 6.3 WAVE model air flow elements 
In figure 6.3 part of the air intake system of the WAVE model can be 
observed. Some of the air flow elements and how they are connected in the 
model can be seen. 
The engine elements are the basic mechanical components the engine 
consists of and they are used to describe the base engine in a virtual 
environment. The most important of these elements is the engine block 
which contains all the crucial design information about the engine. The 
engine block element is used to characterise the mechanical arrangement 
between the pistons, connecting rods and crankshaft and also supply all the 
necessary information to the software about the engine type, cylinder 
dimensions, firing order etc. as it will be described in the next paragraph. 
Also the turbocharger element which exists in our model is used to represent 
the complex machinery of turbine and compressor setups and it has no 
volume but changes the condition of the flow based on the parameterisation 
by the user. Lastly the injectors are the last of the major engine elements and 
they are used to characterise the fuel mass flow required for the combustion 
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process. The user can specify a target variable based on the engine 
operating point and WAVE can control all other variables to achieve this 
target. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.4 WAVE model engine elements 
In figure 6.4 the engine elements of the WAVE model can be seen. In the 
next paragraph a detailed analysis of how the model is built and 
parameterised will be given. 
 
 
 
Injectors 
Engine block 
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6.4 WAVE model building- parameterisation 
Building an engine WAVE model from the ground up is a lengthy process 
which requires high level of accuracy and planning in order to obtain the 
desired results from the model simulation.  
For this project the model building process and parameterisation was divided 
into the following main steps: 
 Gathering data 
 Preparing data 
 Building the model 
During engine model building in WAVE or any other simulation software the 
engineers need to become very familiar with all the aspects of the system 
(engine) and access to the real hardware is invaluable for measurements 
and data collection. Building the model in WAVE is the last part and WAVE 
being just a tool for calculating physical and mathematical models, the result 
will be as good as the inputs and assumptions made when preparing the 
model. 
6.4.1 Gathering data 
Before the model starts being built there is a wide range of prerequisite 
information related to the system which needs to be collected. This 
information can be split into three main categories: 
 Geometric data 
 Engine data 
 Operating parameters 
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The geometric data is the most time consuming part during model building 
because for an engine all the dimensions of the intake and exhaust systems 
including the intake and exhaust ports are required. The accuracy required 
while modelling these systems is very high because they can significantly 
affect the engine outputs during simulation. The geometric data can usually 
be found from engineering design drawings which are confidential for each 
engine manufacturer but in this project have full access to the engineering 
drawings of the engine was provided. In figure 6.5 the CAD drawing of the 
whole inlet air path can be seen from which the dimensions were obtained. 
 
Figure 6.5 Fox Upgrade intake system CAD drawing (courtesy of Ford Motor 
Co) 
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It is very useful to also have access to the parts that need modelling 
especially the air cleaners, throttle bodies and connecting ducts as these 
parts can be examined and their dimensions can be compared with the 
drawings. As a general rule it is best to gather as much information and as 
many components as possible to ensure building the most accurate model 
possible 
Next step is the engine data which refers to all dimensions and 
characteristics associated with the actual engine itself. This includes the 
cylinder head and inlet and exhaust ports while for the base engine only 
information such as bore, stroke, connecting rod length, compression ratio 
and firing order are required. All the information for the base engine is 
available as presented in chapter 4. For the cylinder head the data required 
make the process a bit more complicated since port flow coefficients, valve 
diameter data and valve lift and cam profiles are required. In this project 
direct access to this data from the cylinder head component engineers was 
provided. In table 6.1the table with all the engine and cylinder head data can 
be seen which was provided by the base engine department of Ford Motor 
Co. 
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Table 6.1Data used in the WAVE model (courtesy of Ford Motor Co) 
Finally the last part of the data gathering is about the operating parameters. 
They refer to conditions at which the simulation will be run, typical 
parameters required for an engine simulation are the inlet and exhaust 
temperatures, the engine operating range, the air fuel ratio and ambient 
conditions. These are the minimum parameters required to get a model 
running and they are normally obtained through experimental data in an 
engine test bed. At this point it is worth mentioning that it is very crucial to 
have temperature data in various locations at the exhaust system as the 
temperature varies significantly and has a big effect on predicted 
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performance. For this project the real engine exhaust system was 
instrumented as shown in figure 6.6 so the experimental data can be 
obtained to be used in the model. 
 
Figure 6.6 Exhaust hot end instrumentation 
In figure 6.7 the hot end (catalyst) of the engine can be observed with 
accurate instrumentation instructions. This component was used during 
actual engine testing and the data obtained where used as inputs in the 
WAVE engine model. 
6.4.2 Preparing data 
Before entering the data into WAVE model it is very helpful to organise how 
the geometry of the real system is going to be split and modelled. It was 
found the best way to achieve that is to create a simple sketch as shown in 
figure 6.8 which will show all the sub components of the model including 
piping and is representative of how the model will look like when it is built. If 
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this procedure is followed then it is anticipated that the steps of the building 
process described later will be easier and without errors. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.7 Sketch of the system as it will be modelled 
6.4.3 Building the WAVE model 
This paragraph will describe in as much detail as possible the model build 
and parameterisation process of the main model components and also 
describe some generic modelling rules and conventions. Also views of the 
model as shown within WAVE software will be presented. 
The model was built using WAVEBuild which is the pre-processor used to 
build the geometric models and also add the data to the physical models 
required for the simulation. WAVEBuild has a large library of objects which 
each one of them represents actual components of the engine. These 
objects can be edited by the user so they represent as accurately as possible 
the real system. Before we start showing the model build it is worth 
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mentioning a few modelling rules regarding the ducts and the junctions which 
are used to join the main components of the model so a better understanding 
can be gained. The junctions are used for mainly connecting different ducts 
and also modelling elements that are made up of large volumes such as the 
air cleaner. When joining a duct to a duct where only the duct diameter 
changes an orifice junction should be used. When joining a duct to an 
atmospheric condition an ambient junction should be used. Finally when a 
complex shape volume is modelled then a combination of Y-junctions should 
be used. The ducts are primarily used to model pipe geometry and also to 
connect sub-volumes together. The ducts appear differently on the model 
depending on their state for example if they are defined or undefined or in 
case of a massless duct. 
After understanding some simple modelling rules, the model building 
procedure and parameterisation follows. The first component that needs 
building is the engine block because it is the core of the engine and every 
other sub-component attaches to it. 
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Figure 6.8 Engine block parameterisation 
In figure 6.8 the parameterisation window within WAVE for the engine block 
can be seen. In this window the user needs to input all the main parameters 
of the engine such as geometry, firing order and type of engine. Highlighted 
in yellow the friction data of the engine have been inserted into the model in 
a table form and they have been obtained from the development engineers 
of the engine. Once the block has been parameterised it appears in the 
software as shown in figure 6.12 below. 
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6.9 WAVE engine block 
After configuring the engine block the next component is the engine cylinder. 
The cylinders are located inside the engine block as it can be seen on figure 
6.9 but they are parameterised separately. This particular engine has three 
cylinders so the process for all three is similar and in figure 6.10 the 
parameterisation window in WAVE can be observed. The software requires 
all the geometrical information of the cylinder as shown and also which 
cylinder is within the engine and how many valves the cylinder head has for 
this particular cylinder 
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Figure 6.10 Engine cylinders parameterisation 
The next crucial model parts that follow are the intake manifold, the manifold 
runners and the cylinder head intake ports. 
 
Figure 6.11 Inlet manifold, manifold ports, cylinder head inlet port 
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The intake manifold being a complicated part shape wise, it was modelled 
using three Y- junctions as explained earlier to achieve the maximum model 
accuracy. In figure 6.11 the inlet manifold junctions on the left can be 
observed and also attached to each junction are two inlet manifold runners 
for each cylinder. These are being modelled using ducts and they are 
parameterised similarly to the cylinder head inlet ports which will be 
explained later. In figure 6.12 the parameterisation of one of the inlet 
manifold Y- junctions can be seen. 
 
Figure 6.12 Inlet manifold parameterisation 
During building and parameterising the inlet manifold, WAVE needs to know 
the total volume of the manifold as well as the diameter. The rest of the 
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conditions such as initial pressure or fluid temperature are default settings 
recommended in the WAVE manual for this type of simulation and were left 
unchanged. After the intake manifold is built and parameterised the next part 
is the cylinder head inlet ports which can be seen in figure 6.13 between the 
inlet manifold and the engine block. As mentioned above these are just ducts 
and they are parameterised as shown in figure 6.13 below. 
 
Figure 6.13 Cylinder head inlet port parameterisation 
The cylinder head inlet ports are two per cylinder as shown in figure 6.13 and 
WAVE needs to know the exact dimensions and length of these ducts for 
accurate modelling of the part. At this point it is important to mention that the 
cylinder head exhaust ports and the exhaust manifold were built and 
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parameterised identically to the inlet side with the only difference being the 
dimensions. 
The next important component that follows is the catalyst parameterisation 
which can be seen in figure 6.14. 
 
Figure 6.14 Catalyst parameterisation 
During this process the user needs to input all the critical dimensions of the 
catalyst in the software such as overall length, cell wall thickness and cross 
section area. The catalyst is a critical component as its design can affect 
exhaust temperatures and pressures which in turn can lead to different 
simulation results so a lot of effort was put in order to obtain the accurate 
components dimensions to ensure the best possible modelling of the part. 
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After finishing with the exhaust the next step is the inlet air path and the 
compressor wheel of the turbocharger which can be seen modelled in figure 
6.15. On the left of the air cleaner a sensor was located for providing the 
engine air mass flow data during simulation which will be presented in the 
next chapter. 
 
Figure 6.15 Inlet air path and compressor wheel 
The inlet air path mainly consists of ducts of different length and diameters 
which makes it very challenging to model and in figure 6.16 below one of 
these ducts can be seen as parameterised in the WAVE software. During 
this process the user needs to input into WAVE all the dimensions of the duct 
such as diameter, overall length and bend angle. After the dimensions are 
inserted, the software creates a 3D view of the component for easier 
visualisation as shown in figure 6.19. The same steps are followed until all 
the different ducts of the inlet air path system have been parameterised. The 
air cleaner being a complicated shape component is modelled using Y- 
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junctions in a similar way to the inlet manifold modelling described earlier in 
this paragraph. 
 
 
Figure 6.16 Inlet air duct parameterisation 
Having modelled and parameterised the entire air path of the engine the last 
item related to the air path that needs modelling and parameterisation is the 
turbo charger compressor. During compressor parameterisation the user 
needs to input to WAVE the compressor map efficiency data which are 
obtained by the component manufacture as shown in figure 6.17 at the 
bottom. The rest of the settings such as diameter and efficiency are default 
values within WAVE and is recommended to use these for this type of 
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compressor. The turbine wheel of the turbocharger which is mechanically 
connected with the compressor but is located on the exhaust side, is 
parameterised with exactly the same way but with different efficiency map 
data again from the manufacturer.  
 
Figure 6.17 Compressor parameterisation 
The last major part that needs modelling and parameterisation is the exhaust 
system after the catalyst. This part as shown in figure 6.18 consists of ducts 
and orifices and is modelled and parameterised identically to the air inlet 
path described earlier but with different dimension characteristics. 
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Figure 6.18 Exhaust system modelling 
6.5 WAVE model simulation 
For the simulation of the developed model the WAVE-RT (real time) solver 
was used. WAVE-RT is the primary solver for all the 1D simulations of fluid 
dynamic systems and contains special algorithm for flow dynamics 
simulation and optimisation. It is also designed to provide a link between 
WAVE and other testing environments such as Matlab/Simulink for software 
in the loop or hardware in the loop testing platforms. It is also designed to be 
generic which ensures its compatibility with various engine layouts which 
offers great simulation flexibility.  
The objective of this simulation is to run the virtual engine model and perform 
exactly the same air charge characterisation test as described in chapter 5.  
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Table 6.2 Simulation input table 
To achieve that a parameter input table was created which can be seen in 
table 6.2 with elements that WAVE requires in order to perform an engine 
simulation study. In this table set parameters such as engine speed, 
camshaft index, ramp time and min and max MAP are set exactly the same 
as in the test performed on the dynamometer to replicate the test conditions. 
On the other hand parameters such as AFR, intercooler wall and cylinder 
wall temperature, actuator values and ramp type are parameters that WAVE 
needs to know in order to perform the study and in the real engine test would 
be controlled either by the ECU or the test automation software. The last 
three parameters are user defined and enable WAVE to produce data which 
will give a bit smoother graphs by slightly filtering the outputs of the model 
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and also give a name to the design of experiment so the user can access the 
data after the simulation is finished. The total simulation time for this model 
was 360 minutes because being a crank angle based model requires very 
high computational power. 
In the following chapter the data from the WAVE model simulation will be 
presented and validated by comparing the virtual engine model data and the 
actual engine data presented in chapter 5 for the air charge experiment. 
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Chapter 7: Validation of the virtual engine using the engine test results 
This chapter focuses on the validation of the virtual engine data developed in 
WAVE with the data collected from the actual engine in the test room 
environment. The first paragraph is describing the reasons why data 
validation is important and is followed by the actual data validation and 
analysis and how do they compare with the actual engine data. The last part 
of the chapter discusses some arising conclusions after comparing and 
validating the data from the virtual and the actual engine. 
7.1 Importance of data validation- validation method 
After building and simulating an engine model in any software, it is very 
crucial to have a method to make sure that the simulation data are accurate. 
This is the so-called model validation process and it is the only method to 
ensure that the outputs of the model are realistic and accurate so the 
engineers can rely on them. In this project, the chosen validation method is 
to compare the virtual engine model data directly with the real engine data 
from the dynamometer, as according to the author’s opinion this is the most 
accurate method. The reason it is believed to be the most accurate method 
is because the simulation data are directly compared with the data collected 
from a state of the art facility used in an industrial environment for engine 
development and calibration. Furthermore, all the equipment used to record 
data in this facility is regularly checked and calibrated so if the data from the 
engine model are similar to the real engine test then we can make the safe 
assumption that the engine model was built and parameterised correctly and 
the results are as accurate as they can be. The engine test data that will be 
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compared with the model data are from the air charge test, which was 
described in chapter 5. The reason this test is chosen is because it is the 
main test used for air charge characterisation and the one affecting the 
engine air mass flow most. As explained in chapter 6 the model simulation 
was run identically to the air charge test on the dynamometer so it will be a 
direct data comparison between these data. 
7.2 Validation results 
Before moving on to the actual data validation it is necessary to check that 
the test was performed as planned and in order to do that the main inputs to 
the model for this test have to be checked which are the throttle butterfly and 
the waste gate actuator. 
 
Figure 7.1 Throttle angle data from WAVE 
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In figure 7.1, the data from the throttle butterfly can be observed. The test 
starts with just over 20 degrees of butterfly opening and reaches to 90 
degrees, which is the maximum value. It is worth mentioning that during the 
simulation the throttle angle reaches 90 degrees which is the maximum 
angle that can be achieved which compared to the actual engine data 
(presented in chapter 5) is slightly higher. The reason is that in the actual 
engine, the component limit is 81 degrees (figure 5.4) and is the maximum 
opening allowed. Based on the above graph it is certain that the throttle 
butterfly in WAVE was simulated correctly and the values shown in the graph 
are the expected ones. 
 
Figure 7.2 Waste gate area data from WAVE 
In figure 7.2, the waste gate opening area data can be seen. The test starts 
with the waste gate fully open where the opening area is 300𝑚𝑚2 and 
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gradually reduces to about 30𝑚𝑚2. The Wastegate opening values are 
controlled by WAVE model so that the target MAP can be achieved. At 
around 200𝑚𝑚2 of opening area a small oscillation can be noticed and that 
is because the model was unstable at that point. The model does not give 
waste gate duty cycle as an output because that is specific to the ECU but 
from figure 7.2 it is certain that the actuator is simulated correctly. After 
making sure that the most important actuators to perform this simulation are 
set correctly, it is time to see how the most important data from the model for 
this particular test compare with the equivalent test data from the actual 
engine in the dynoThe focus will mainly be on the inlet manifold pressure and 
temperature because these are primarily the factors that affect the engine air 
mass flow and finally the air mass flow from both tests will be compared. In 
figures 7.3 and 7.4 the inlet manifold temperature from WAVE and actual 
engine dyno data can be observed. 
 
Figure 7.3 Inlet manifold temperature data from WAVE 
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Figure 7.4 Inlet manifold temperature data from dyno 
Looking at both the above figures it is noticeable that the shape of the graph 
is different and that is because the inlet manifold temperature model in 
WAVE is slower to react compared to the actual thermal events that take 
place in the actual engine. Looking closer to the graph though, it can be seen 
that for the majority of the duration of both tests the temperature in the inlet 
manifold was between 25-31 degrees Celsius, which confirms that WAVE 
can predict the inlet manifold temperature quite accurately. Because of that, 
any serious fluctuations in the inlet manifold pressure data from WAVE are 
not expected. 
After the inlet manifold temperature validation, next parameter to check is the 
inlet manifold pressure. It is a very important parameter because it is directly 
linked with the engine air mass flow. The higher the manifold pressure is, the 
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higher the air mass flow of the engine. Figures 7.5 and 7.6 are showing the 
inlet manifold pressure data from the real engine and WAVE model. 
 
Figure 7.5 Inlet manifold pressure data from dyno 
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Figure 7.6 Inlet manifold pressure data from WAVE 
Looking at both inlet manifold pressure graphs it is immediately noticeable 
that they look almost identical. At first, the inlet manifold pressure achieved 
by the virtual engine is the same as the one from the real engine at 260 kPa. 
In addition, the trend of the graph is the same with the only difference that 
the engine data are a little bit noisier due to the dynamics of the real engine. 
In figure 7.5 at around 150 kPa a slight change on the pressure increase rate 
can be observed due to the waste gate dynamics which is not noticeable in 
the WAVE data because the model ramps up the pressure linearly. Taking 
into account all the above it can be assumed that the simulation results are 
very good and directly compare with the real engine data and it is certain that 
WAVE can simulate the inlet manifold pressure for this engine very 
accurately. 
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The last and most important part of the validation process is to compare the 
measured engine air mass flow from the real engine and compare it with the 
predicted air mass flow data from WAVE simulation. In the following figures, 
7.7 and 7.8 the air mass flow data are presented. Again, it is immediately 
noticeable that the shape of the graphs is almost identical with the simulation 
data being more linear as expected due to WAVE having a linear controller 
during a simulation. In terms of accuracy, for the engine data the maximum 
air mass flow measured id 220 kg/hr while for the model the prediction is 210 
kg/hr. Taking into account that and comparing simulation data with real 
experimental data the result is very encouraging with a difference of about 
5%, which is very good. By analysing the data from these graphs, it can be 
assumed that WAVE is very accurately predicting the air mass flow of that 
engine. 
 
Figure 7.7 Air mass flow data from dyno 
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Figure 7.8 Air mass flow data from WAVE 
7.3 Validation conclusions 
Comparing the WAVE model data and the real engine data leads to the 
conclusion that they are almost identical. This chapter proves that firstly the 
simulation test was performed as designed and also all the important data 
such as the inlet manifold temperature and pressure that directly affect the 
engine air mass flow are very close between simulation and real engine 
tests. For the air mass flow data now between the WAVE model and the real 
engine as shown earlier, they are almost the same with an error no more 
than 5%. This means that the WAVE engine model can accurately predict 
the air mass flow of the engine and that is because it was build and 
parameterised correctly taking into account all the important data and 
information collected from the real engine. 
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Chapter 8: The response of a distributed parameter model 
In this chapter a distributed-lumped model of one dimensional gas dynamics 
equations are used for model the flow through the inlet manifold comprising 
of a series of interconnected elements is presented in a way that the 
distributed parameter elements are connected to a lumped parameter 
element. After deriving the theoretical analysis of the distributed lumped 
model of the system (DL or port based model) a CFD model is represented 
to show the accuracy of the DL or port based model which is the virtual 
sensor developed in this thesis. 
The topology used in this type of modelling is similar to port based modelling 
procedure with a well-defined input-out structure as shown in figure 8.1.  The 
derivation for a distributed parameter pipe of length l , with diameter d will be 
considered.  The inlet comprises an infinite series of infinitesimal elements 
dx, in length, which are subjected, at a distance x along the pipe, to input and 
output flows, respectively. 
 
 
Figure 8.1 Port based modelling structure 
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8.1 Model parameters 
The principle schematics of the investigated airpath are presented in figure 
8.2. The intake system consists of an airbox with air filter, compressor, 
intercooler and intake manifold. The airbox is connected to the atmosphere 
through an inlet pipe from which air is sucked.  
The simplified 3D geometrical model of the engine intake system is shown in 
figure 8.3. To reduce the computational time and cost most of the 3D model 
geometrical details have been disregarded. The compressor and the 
intercooler are represented as simple cylindrical expansion sections along 
the airpath. Simplifying the 3D model of the intake system resulted in a 
“cleaned” geometry model, which is more favourable regarding the 
computational mesh generation. The basic technical specifications of the 
intake system components are presented in Table 8.1. 
 
 
Figure 8. 2 Principle Schematics of the Engine Intake System 
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Figure 8.3 Simplified 3D Geometrical Model of the Intake System 
 
 
Table 8.1 Technical specifications of the Intake System 
Mass flow rate 0.591 Kg/s 
Air dynamic viscosity, µ 1.789E-5 Kg/m.s 
Air density at compressor outlet 1.468 Kg/m3 
Supercharging pressure 1.5 bar 
Air density at intercooler outlet 1.49 Kg/m3 
Engine speed 2,000 rpm 
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P(t,x) P(t,x+dx) 
Q(t,x) 
Q(t,x+dx) 
Ldx 
Cdx 
x 
dx 
8.2 Theoretical Analysis of Distributed Lumped Model 
 
The system model for the complete model could be constructed deriving a 
distributed parameter airway of length 𝑙, with diameter 𝑑 will be considered. 
The intake comprises an infinite series of infinitesimal elements dx which are 
subjected, at a distance x along the intake, inputs and outputs of P(t,x) and 
P(t,x + dx), respectively [84]  
For analysis purposes the shaft consists of an infinite series of elements, as 
shown in Figure 8.4. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8.4 Incremental pipe elements 
 
The corresponding volumetric flow, inputs and outputs, are Q(t,dx) and 
Q(t,x+dx), respectively. Each element has an associated series inductance L 
which is equivalent to the gas path inertia per unit length. A shunt 
capacitance C, equivalent to the air stream compliance per unit length, is 
also acknowledged, where, as shown in for the overall system: 
𝐿 =  𝑙1 𝜋𝑟1
2⁄   (air stream inductance) 
𝐶 = 𝑉 𝑅 𝑇 𝑛⁄  (air stream capacitance) 
𝑙 is the length of the pipeline and r is the radius, and = 𝑙1𝜋𝑟1
2 . 
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    (8.1) [84] 
and 
       (8.2) [84] 
The governing equations for an infinitesimal length dx, are; 
 
[
𝑦(𝑠)
𝑦𝑗+1(𝑠)
] = [
𝜁1𝑤1(𝑠) −𝜁1√(𝑤12(𝑠) − 1)
𝜁1√(𝑤12(𝑠) − 1) −𝜁1𝑤1(𝑠)
] [
𝑢𝑗(𝑠)
𝑢𝑗+1(𝑠)
]  (8.3) [84] 
 
By inverting 8.3 all of the outputs y(s) can be computed yielding analytical 
expressions for the response of the system following a change on the input, 
uj(s). In the theoretical development, the various parameters for the 
distributed and lumped elements enable spatially distributed models. 
The overall model consists of the lumped and distributed element as shown 
in figure 8.2. [85] 
The distributed parameter pipeline model is connected through a manifold. 
The air flow through pipelines of varying lengths and diameters could be 
analysed. From equation 8.2 
                                                                   (8.4) [84] 
The above equation has the same form and a general solution.  
The general solution required 
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Γ (𝑠) = 𝑠 √(𝐿 𝐶)                                              (8.5) [84] 
 
If a propagation function is defined as 
Hence: 
𝑇(𝑠, 𝑥) =  A coshΓ(s)𝑥 + 𝐵 𝑐𝑜𝑠ℎΓ(𝑠)𝑥         (8.6) [84] 
𝜔(𝑠, 𝑥) = C sinhΓ(𝑠)𝑥 + D cosh Γ(𝑠)𝑥         (8.7) [84] 
Where in equations 8.6 and 8.7: 
 
General frequency domain transfer function relationship of the input and 
output flows: 
 [
𝑝𝑗(𝑠)
𝑝𝑗+1(𝑠)
] =
[
 
 
 𝜁𝑗𝑤𝑗(𝑠) −𝜁𝑗√(𝑤𝑗(𝑠)
2 − 1)
𝜁𝑗√(𝑤𝑗(𝑠)
2 − 1) −𝜁𝑗𝑤𝑗(𝑠) ]
 
 
 
[
𝑄𝑗(𝑠)
𝑄𝑗+1(𝑠)
] (8.8) [84] 
 
Transformation function: 
     𝑤𝑗(𝑠) =
𝑒
2𝛤𝑗𝑙𝑗+1
𝑒
2𝛤𝑗𝑙𝑗−1
     (8.9) [84] 
√(𝑤1
2(𝑠) − 1) =
2𝑒𝑙1𝛤1(𝑠)
𝑒2𝑙1𝛤1(𝑠) − 1
 
Transformation functions in delay form: 
𝑤1(𝑠) =
1 + 𝑒−2𝑙1𝛤1(𝑠)
1 − 𝑒−2𝑙1𝛤1(𝑠)
 
√(𝑤1
2(𝑠) − 1) =
2𝑒−𝑙1𝛤1(𝑠)
1 − 𝑒−2𝑙1𝛤1(𝑠)
 
Propagation operator: 
    𝛤(𝑠) =
𝑙𝑠
𝑉𝑠
    (8.10) [84] 
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Characteristic Impedance: 
   𝜁(𝑠) =
𝜌0𝑉𝑆
𝜋𝑟2
     (8.11) [84] 
 
Where: 
Q  is the volume flow rate (Q = f(t)) and 𝑙  is the intake length, 𝑙 = 0.3 𝑚, VS , 
sonic velocity (air), VS = 343 m/s; s – Laplace Variable and r is the radius of 
the intake pipe, r = 0.03 m with ρ0 – air density, ρ0 = 1.225 kg/m
3. 
 
For 𝑗 = 1 
[
𝑝1(𝑠)
𝑝2(𝑠)
] =
[
 
 
 𝜁1𝑤1(𝑠) −𝜁𝑗√(𝑤1
2(𝑠) − 1)
𝜁𝑗√(𝑤1
2(𝑠) − 1) −𝜁1𝑤1(𝑠) ]
 
 
 
× [
𝑄1(𝑠)
𝑄2(𝑠)
] 
[
𝑝1(𝑠)
𝑝2
] =
[
 
 
 𝜁1𝑤1(𝑠) −𝜁𝑗√(𝑤1
2(𝑠) − 1)
𝜁𝑗√(𝑤1
2(𝑠) − 1) −𝜁1𝑤1(𝑠) ]
 
 
 
× [
𝑄1(𝑠)
𝑄2(𝑠)
] 
 
[
𝑝1(𝑠)
𝑝2(𝑠)
] =
[
𝑎22 −𝑎12
−𝑎21 𝑎11
]
∆
𝑥 [
𝑇𝑚(𝑠)
0
] 
Where, 
𝑎11 = 𝜁1𝑤1(𝑠) 
𝑎12 = −𝜁1√(𝑤12(𝑠) − 1) 
𝑎21 = 𝜁1√(𝑤12(𝑠) − 1) 
𝑎22 = −𝜁1𝑤1(𝑠) 
 
∆= 𝑎11𝑎22 − 𝑎12𝑎21  
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Therefore, 
𝑄1(𝑠)
𝑝1(𝑠)
=
𝑎22
𝑎11𝑎22−𝑎12𝑎21
                      
𝑄2(𝑠)
𝑝1(𝑠)
=
−𝑎21
𝑎11𝑎22−𝑎12𝑎21
   
 
Substituting assumptions 𝑎11 to 𝑎22 
∆= 𝜁2  
 
𝑄1(𝑠)
𝑝1(𝑠)
=
−𝜁1𝑤1(𝑠)
𝜁2
  ⟹ 𝑄1(𝑠) =
−𝜁1𝑤1(𝑠)
𝜁2
× 𝑝1(𝑠) 
 
𝑄2(𝑠)
𝑝1(𝑠)
=
𝜁1√(𝑤12(𝑠)−1)
𝜁2
  ⟹ 𝑄2(𝑠) =
𝜁1√(𝑤12(𝑠)−1)
𝜁2
× 𝑝1(𝑠) 
 
8.3 Simulation of the DL model 
Using the equation developed in previous section the block diagram model of 
the intake system is developed as shown in figure 8.5. Using the block 
diagram model it is possible to investigate the air flow in the intake system by 
developing a Simulink model as shown in figure 8.6. 
The results of the simulation model are given in figure 8.7, y1, y2 and y3 for a 
variety of engine speeds.  
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Figure 8.5 Block diagram model for simulation of the system 
 
 
Figure 8.6 Simulink model of the system 
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Figure 8.7 Output response of the DL model 
8.4 CFD Modelling  
In this section a computational fluid dynamic (CFD) model is presented. The 
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) approach allows for the simulation of 
the intake system performance under different operational and ambient 
conditions in the early development stages. Thus, eliminating design 
variations with low performance parameters. The theoretical data obtained 
by the CFD simulations allow us to gain a deeper understanding of the 
complex mass and energy transfer processes during the intake system 
operation. [86] 
The air intake and filter system have a significant effect over the performance 
and efficiency of an engine. This system directly affects the engine 
combustion efficiency and the emission of greenhouse gases and solid 
particles in the atmosphere. A major component of the system is the air filter, 
it removes the solid particle pollutants like dust, dirt and soot from the intake 
air, thus ensuring optimal performance of the engine and protecting it from 
damage. 
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The internal combustion engine intake system can be characterized by three 
general criteria. The first criteria encompass the intake air filtering. The 
intake system must provide clean, filtered air to the engine. The second and 
third criteria which are of importance to the intake design process are the 
flow and acoustic performance. The engine overall power performance and 
efficiency is directly influenced by the intake flow parameters. The 
operational cycle of a four-stroke internal combustion engine consists of four 
consecutive processes, namely intake, compression, combustion-expansion 
and exhaust. The intake and compression strokes have predominant 
influence over the flow distribution and parameters in the cylinder during the 
intake stroke and the subsequent compression stroke. Due to the high 
velocities of the flow during the engine operation the flow inside in the 
cylinder is predominantly turbulent. The maximization the air mass inducted 
into the cylinder during the intake stroke can be achieved by optimisation of 
the intake system. 
To meet the Government regulated noise level emission standard the noise 
emitted by a vehicle must by lower than the upper limit of the allowed noise 
level. The flow speed in an intake system can reach high values, which can 
contribute to the overall vehicle noise generation. The acoustic and flow 
performance of the intake system are interconnected. The balance between 
acoustic and flow performance is the main objective of the design 
development stage. 
The preliminary evaluation of both acoustic and flow performance can be 
achieved with numerical simulation procedures.  
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The main objective of the CFD is to provide a robust and computationally 
inexpensive numerical modelling approach for intake system flow 
aerodynamics and performance preliminary evaluation. The numerical 
modelling allows for the analysis of the main geometrical parameters 
influence over the system operation. To meet the main objective of the 
present study the following tasks are established: 
 Development of a simplified geometrical model of the intake system; 
 Generation of computational mesh with reasonable density; 
 Setup of the numerical modelling procedure; 
 Analysis of the theoretical results. 
8.4.1. Computational Mesh Generation 
The properties of the computational mesh have significant effect over the 
accuracy and reliability of the numerical results. To capture in detail the 
three-dimensional, unsteady nature of the intake flow the computational 
mesh should be refined with high quality mesh metric parameters. In the 
present study an unstructured tetrahedral mesh was adopted. The 
unstructured type of mesh is easier to generate, manipulate and apply to 
complex geometries in comparison with the structured type meshes. The 
unstructured mesh provides a good balance between reasonable modelling 
accuracy and mesh generation efforts. 
The mesh for the current study was generated by the commercial mesh 
generator ANSYS Meshing. The number of mesh cells generated is around 
450,000. The minimum size of the fluid cells was set to 0.001 mm, while the 
maximum size was set to 4 mm. The mesh has been refined and modified 
until the satisfactory value of 0.814 for the mesh metric parameter was 
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obtained. Mesh metric values closer to 1 are desirable. The generated 
computational mesh is presented in figure 8.8. 
 
 
Figure 8.8 Unstructured Tetrahedral Computational Mesh 
 
 
8.4.2 Governing Equations 
The governing mass and impulse conservation equations for a one-
dimensional compressible viscous Newton fluid flow are: 
𝜕𝜌
𝜕𝑡
+ 𝜌0
𝜕𝑢𝑖
𝜕𝑥𝑗
= 0 
𝜌
𝜕𝑢𝑖
𝜕𝑡
+ 𝜌𝑢𝑖
𝜕𝑢𝑖
𝜕𝑥𝑗
= −
𝜕𝑝
𝜕𝑥𝑗
+
𝜕𝑇𝑖𝑗
𝜕𝑥𝑗
 
 
where ui is velocity component, xj is direction of a component, t is time, p is 
pressure, ρ is density, p is pressure and Tij is viscous stress tensor. 
The current analysis adopts the unsteady time averaged fluid flow modelling 
approach or the Unsteady Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (URANS) 
numerical modelling procedure. The URANS modelling approximates the 
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dynamic nature of an unsteady turbulent fluid flow through time averaging of 
the flow velocity components fluctuations. Thus, the flow turbulence is not 
directly calculated through the governing equations, but rather its averaged 
effect over the mean flow is modelled. 
 
8.4.3 Turbulence Model 
The turbulence closure models are introducing additional transport terms to 
the governing equations (URANS), thus introducing the turbulent fluctuations 
caused by the vortex structures of different sizes to the main flow. The 
turbulence model is bringing the governing system of equations to a 
numerically solvable state. 
The turbulence model adopted in the present study is the standard k-ε 
turbulence model. The k-ε model uses a set of two additional equations to 
estimate the turbulence kinetic energy and dissipation. The standard k-ε 
model provides reasonable accuracy results in a relatively wide range of fluid 
flow regimes. The standard wall function was chosen for the near-wall 
boundary layer treatment. The standard wall function is applicable for a 
broad spectre of internal fluid flows with high Reynolds number. 
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Figure 8.9 CFD model of the inlet system showing the air flow trajectories 
 
 
Figure 8.10 CFD model of the inlet system showing the air flow velocity 
profile 
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Figure 8.11 CFD model of the inlet system showing the pressure changes 
 
 
Figure 8.12 CFD model of the inlet system showing the variation in density 
 
To validate the virtual sensor the distributed lumped model is validated 
against the CFD model derived in this section and the result is shown in 
figure 8.13. As it can be seen from the results a good correlation exists 
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between the results from the CFD simulation and the DL (virtual sensor) 
simulation result. The main difference being in the computational time for the 
results. The CPU time for the CFD computation was as much as 10 times 
greater than the computation time for the DL model. This shows that it is 
possible to use the virtual sensor for realtime applications as suggested in 
this thesis. The results further indicate as the number of the mesh (smaller 
mesh size) in the CFD model is increased the results tend to move closer to 
the DL model therefore they have higher accuracy. Consequently the 
increase in the number of mesh in the CFD directly results in computational 
time, which indicates that the CFD could not be used as a virtual  sensor 
(realtime) in the engine control unit.  
 
 
Figure 8.13 Validation of the DL model against the CFD model 
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8.5 Quantification of the results – Summary 
This chapter showed the theoretical analysis for the distributed lumped 
model of the intake system which is the base of the virtual sensor proposed 
in the thesis. The developed model was validated against the CFD model 
which is simulated in ANSYS software. Looking at figure 8.13 it can be seen 
that the flow rate for the D-L model is around 0.052 𝑚3/s and by multiplying 
that with the density of air at 20 degrees which is 1.2 kg/𝑚3 the result is 
0.062 kg/ s or 223 kg/hr. Similarly the CFD model predicts 0.055 𝑚3/s or 
237.6 kg/hr. By comparing these numbers it can be observed that the CFD 
model over predicts the air mass flow of the engine by 6.55% compared to 
the D-L model. Now comparing these two simulation results with the actual 
data from the dyno which is 220 kg/hr (figure 7.7) it can be seen that the D-L 
model is extremely close to the real engine data over predicting the engine 
air mass flow only by 1.36% while the CFD simulation data show an increase 
of 8% compared to the real engine data. The above quantification is very 
encouraging because it proves that the virtual sensor (D-L model) is very 
close to the actual engine air flow and below the 5% error which is the 
measure of success within the sponsor’s organisation (Ford Motor 
Company). 
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Chapter 9: Conclusions and future work 
9.1 Conclusions 
The main contributions of this thesis can be summarised below as: 
 Literature review on engine air mass flow measurement emphasising 
on different methods of engine air mass prediction such as 
mathematical modelling  
 Explaining the importance of air mass flow measurement for the 
operation of a SI internal combustion engine. 
 Development of state of the art transient testing methodology for 
engine air mass flow characterisation 
 Development of 1D engine WAVE model for engine air mass flow 
prediction 
 Development of D-L model in SIMULINK for determining the air mass 
flow into the cylinder of an engine. 
The literature review clarified the main problem which exists with the current 
air mass flow measurement techniques which mainly is inaccuracy and long 
modelling and testing process for engine calibration which also justifies why 
the method described in this project is more accurate and efficient as it can 
run on real time during engine operation. 
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9.2 Future work 
The next step after completion of this work is to implement the developed 
model into the engine’s ECU. This can be achieved by using rapid control 
prototyping software. Rapid control prototyping software gives engineers the 
ability to modify ECU functionality without modifying the original ECU’s 
source code (strategy). It is mainly used for control development purposes. 
The key features of such a technique are: 
 Can be implemented using the current ECU calibration software as 
described in chapter 4 
 No need for recompiling the source code (ECU strategy) 
 No modification to the original source code needed 
The key advantages of such a technique are: 
 Shortens the development cycle 
 Can be directly implemented to the development ECU used in this 
project since there is plenty of memory available 
 Is compatible with Matlab which is the software used for model 
development 
 Simulates sensor or actuator faults to check if the system reacts 
correctly 
In figure 9.1 below a schematic representation of how rapid control 
prototyping works can be seen. 
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Figure 9.1 Rapid control prototyping schematic representation 
As shown in figure 9.1 for controls development, rapid prototyping enables 
users to bypass the original ECU code and create their own calculations, 
models which can be implemented into the ECU in real time. The reason this 
step is considered very important is because it gives the opportunity to take 
the output of this work which is the D-L model and directly implement it into 
the ECU of the development engine. By doing that, the model will be running 
real time during engine operation. This means that the ECU’s strategy air 
mass flow prediction, which is based on the speed-density, will be by-passed 
and the D-L model will be used instead. If the results are as accurate as they 
are expected to be, then the mapping process of the engine will be more 
efficient and more accurate than the current process. This will hopefully lead 
to an improvement on the overall performance of the engine. 
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